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School
reforms
receive
approval
Pragma staff report
As the General Assembly wraps up
its work for the 1984 session, several
bills concerning education grew closer
to passage.
The House passed the amended
version of Senate Bill 26 by a 90-8
margin.
The bill would require students to
attend kidergarten before entering the
first grade beginning on July 1,1986.
The House set aside money for the
kindergarten program last week in its
budget proposal.
Another part of SB 26, which was
sponsored by Ken Gibson, DMadisonville, provided for the
career-ladder plan for teachers.
Under this plan, teachers would be
compensated according to their
classroom performances. Under the
revised bill, the House set aside
8100.000 for the implementation of the
career-ladder plan, to take affect in
1986.
Also in the bill, classroom size was
restricted to 29 students in
kindergarten to third grade and to 31
students from fourth to 12th grade.
SB 26 now goes before the Senate
for approval
On Monday, the House committee
on Appropriations and Revenue
passed SB 19 and sent it on to the full
House.
Under Sen. Nelson Allen's proposal,
all teachers certified after January
1985 would have to pass a written
exam to get a one-year teaching
certificate.
. After serving the one-year
internship, all qualified instructors are
given their full teaching certificates.
Teachers would be required to pay
for the written tests.
The House passed SB 169 by a
unanimous 91-0 vote Tuesday which
would set minimum standards for
students to advance to the next grade.
Under the bill, students would be
tested in mathematics and reading at
each grade level beginning by the end
of the 1984-85 academic year.
The measure now returns to the
Senate for its approval.
The General Assembly comes to a
dose Friday and will reconvene in
early April to consider the vetos made
by Gov. Martha Layne Collins.

Student senators
take action on
recent accidents

Pholo by Sean Elkim

Laid back

Scott Behymer. a graduate student in business administration from Vera Beach, Fla . relaxed on a wall surrounding the flower
bed in front of Burman Hall Behymer took advantage of one the few sunny days since the beginning of Spring.

Green discusses population problems
By Alan White
Staff writer
World population is a "loaded
freight train" needing miles of track
to stop, according to Ambassador
Marshall Green of the Population
Institute.
'Green, was the keynote speaker at
the Model International Conference on
Population.
The conference, which was held
Tuesday. March 27, was co-sponsered
by the university and the World
Population Institute in Washington.
Green addressed the university on
third world family planning and
economic development,
He said it is up to family planning
to bring runaway population to a halt.
: Green commented on several ways
in which the stress of over population
is being relieved.
According to Green, Abortion,
infanticide, and family planning are
currently being used to control over
population.
Green said he favored family
planning, including birth control and
education, as the best way to
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effectively relieve the pressure of over
population.
"Yes. you can slow it down. For
example, in Indonesia we estimate
that between the years 1970 and the
year 2000 there will be 50 million fewer
Indonesians that would have
otherwise been, had there not been a
program," said Green.

While commenting on abortion and
the Catholic church. Green cited
Argentina as a prime example of the
results of ineffective family planning.
According to Green, he considers
Catholic theology as an ineffective way
to control population.
"Take Argentina," said Green.
"Now Argentina is a strongly Catholic
country. They do not have any family
planning program run by the
government and by and large family
planning is badly neglected." said
Green.
According to Green, Argentina has
one of the highest abortion rates in the
world.
According to Green, Catholics, in
that country, do not practice birth control and in many cases do not want
children.
The result is that the women become
pregnant and then abortion becomes
the only alternative even though it is
not consistent with the Catholic faith.
"This is the type of thing that
shocks many good Catholics, including
Teddy Kennedy (Sen. Ted. Kennedy
(D-Mass.)," said Green. .

"The Kennedy family has put a lot
of money into the so-called
Georgetown School of Bio-ethics."
said Green, "This Georgetown School
of Bio-ethics is concerned with issues
just like this. 'What are the acceptable
forms contraception? How do we avoid
abortion?'"
Green said family planning and
education of third world countries on
over population is very important.
"Nobody is for abortion," said
Green. "You can say that people
should have a choice, yes, and I m not
arguing with that."
(See DIPLOMAT. Back Pagel

By Lisa Frost
News editor
Student Senate passed a bill
requesting that student evaluations of
teachers be made available for public
inspection.
The bill, which passed without
discussion from the senators, proposes
that the results from each semester's
IDEA Survey Form be placed in a
place on campus where "students can
easily review them." such as the
library or Powell Building.
The IDEA Survey Form was passed
by Faculty Senate Feb. 6. 1984. It
reinstates student evaluations of
teachers beginning in the fall.
According to the bill, which was
authored by Senator Kelli Neal. the
form will be used "for the improvement of instruction, promotion and
tenure considerations and merit pay
considerations.
The bill states that since the
committees that decide promotion and
tenure and other such considerations
will be allowed to see the forms,
students should also be allowed to see
them in order to make judgments
about which teachers they select for
classes.
According to the bill, the benefits in
allowing students access to the IDEA
Survey results will include "pressure
for higher quality instruction in the
classroom; better reinforcement of
catalog descriptions of the course;
guide students in course and faculty
selection: and an excellent recruitment
tool for the university."
The bill must be passed by the
university's Council on Academic
Affairs before it receives the final approval from university President Dr.
J.C. Powell and the Board of Regents.
In other action, the senators voted
to allow a bill to be placed on next
week's agenda requesting the College
of Business research the possibility of
adding an applied calculus course as
a supporting course requirement for
the business administration major.
According to the bill, a calculus class
with business applications required for
the business major would keep the
university in line with the policies of
the other six univeristies in the state
The bill also states that a survey,
conducted by the bill's authors,
senators Kevin Miller and Charlie
Sutkamp. shows that out of 15 percent
of the business majors, 65.7 percent of
them support such a class and 88.3
percent of them would remain in the
program if such a class was required
for the bachelor's degree in business
administration.
The bill will be presented to the
senate for discussion and vote at the
next meeting.

/

A great deal of Tuesday's legislal ion
surrounded the issue of pedestrian
safety on campus.
Senator Scott Mandl wrote two lulls
and a resolution in response to a rash
of events involving pedestrians being
struck by motor vehicles on campus
The first bill presented to the •>
for approval was the crosswalk mark
ing proposal, which asks that univi r
sity crosswalks he "marked with . leal
ly visible paint, outlined with not i>
than 10 road-level reflectors
designated with 'Yield to Pedestrians
signs for each direction of traffic, be
adequately lit so as to safely Qluminate
anyone within and approaching the
crosswalk and that crosswalks l»- odd'
ed, where necessary, to facilitati officiant pedestrian traffic flow."
The second bill presented to the
group requests that the speed limit on
all roadways on the main campus if
the university be set at I r> mph.
According to the bills, the action
requested in both has been approved
by Thomas Linquist. director of the
Division of Public Safety, and l.an \
Westbrook. coordinator of safely ser
vices, as measures "that will increase
the safety of all members of the university community.''
The bills will be presented to tinsenate at its next meeting for disi us
sion and vote.
The resolution, authored by Mandl
and passed by the senate, supported
Kentucky Revised Statute 189.570
and urged the Division of Public
Safety to cite motorists who fail to
yield the right-of-way to pedestrian-- it
a crosswalk and to cite pedestrian;
who cross roadways at areas othe»
than at designated crosswalks
According to the bill, KRS 189.57(1
states that a motorist has the right to
expect that the roadway will b'.' free pi
pedestrians, but also slates thai
pedestrian in a crosswalk has tinright- of-way."
"We are not saying that they
(officers from the Division of Public
Safety) have to stand on the curb
giving out tickets to people who don't
cross at crosswalks. We just wanl
them to be aware of the situat ion » lien
they are on patrol." said Mil
"They are most concerned vilh
people who dart into traffic, he
Senator Charlie lien-on whi
researched the pedestrian safe! •
legislation, noted that support of t Instate law could possibly help student -■
in civil cases.
"If a student gets hit. he usualiv
sues the driver. If he is not in th.
crosswalk, he will probably lose. II hi
is in the crosswalk, he could win. I >
said.
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Two people injured in accidents
By Mark Campbell
Managing editor
Two people were injured in unrelated
traffic accidents on campus last week.
According to Wynn Walker, assistant director of Public Safety,
Cleveland Angel, 21. of Keene Hall,
was struck by a vehicle while crossing
the Eastern By-Pass near Keene Hall
at 3:46 p.m.. Wednesday, March 21.
, Another accident, which occurred at
4,-04 p.m. on Thursday March 22,
resulted in the injury of Linda
SulUvan. 22, who was visiting her
sister, Brand* Sullivan, of 226
Brockton.
Both accident victims were
transported to the emergency room of
Patti A. Clay Hospital, said Walker.
According to witnesses, Angel was
running across the by-pass toward
Keene Hall when he waa struck by a

westbound car traveling in the left
lane.
The driver of the car, Sharon R.
Woodward, of Paint Lick, said she did
not see Angel and could not stop in
time to avoid hitting him.
Angel was treated and released from
the hospital in good condition with a
bruised knee, said Jo Helen Cloys, of
patient public relations at the medical
facility.
According to Walker, no charges
have been filed in the accident.
In the second accident, witnesses
said Sullivan waa struck while crossing Kit Carson Drive at a crosswalk
near Clay Hall.
The driver of the car, William D.
Morgan, of Apt. 8 in Wellington Court
in Richmond, said he did not see
Sullivan crossing the road.
According to witnesses. Morgan did

not slow down.
Walker said there were no skid
marks at the scene.
Sullivan was transported to the
hospital where she was listed in serious
condition with head injuries. She was
' later transferred to Good Samaritan
Hospital in Lexington.
Sullivan is now listed in satisfactory
condition at the Lexington hospital,
said a nursing supervisor.
When contacted Wednesday.
Sullivan said she was "still seeing
double on a lot of things."
Morgan has been charged with a
criminal complaint for failure to yield
the right-of-way to a pedestrian in a
marked crosswalk, said Walker.
According to Walker, under KRS
189.570, the charge carries a fine of not
lees than $20 nor more than $100, plus
court costs.

All washed up

Photo by S«an E thins

Carlos Head, a junior from London, Doug Trusty, a senior from Pikeville. Monica Pearce a freshman from Greenville. Ind
and Rick Schroder a graduate student, all geology majors, were caught in a hose's spray during a Geology Cleb car wash
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Perspective
Crosswalk concern comes too late
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For a long time, the safety of
pedeahiaiis on rampns has been
questioned by many.
Last year, the fight for an
elevated crosswalk on Lancaster
Avenue went for naught.
And now, two separata traffic
incidents involving pnrlashiim.
although not occurring on Lancaster Avenue, did leave two
people injured snd one remains in
the hospital.
Not surprisingly, everyone has
decided to jump on the

bandwagon to try to solve the
problem of pedestrian safety on
campus.
However, this has been a
problem for a long, long time.
But who's to blame for this
problem?
Everybody.
Students snd faculty members
dart out across the streets oa
campus from between cars, behind
buildings and from wherever it is
convenient.
It is very difficult for oncoming

vehicles to spot these jaywalkers
during the daylight hours, much
less at night.
The crosswalks, although most
are difficult to see, are placed
around campus for pedestrians to
But then again, how many of us
can actually say that they never
crossed the street except at the
designated places?
To the defense of the walkers,
motorists on campus often
pretend the university's narrow.

Proposals failure
caused by many
It was over a week ago and Gov.
Martha Layne Collins has
probably gotten over the pain of
her first political setback as the
leader of the commonwealth.
Her tax and education package.
House Bill 879. was withdrawn by
the governor Wednesday when she
realized it didn't have enough
support in the state's House of
Representatives.
Under the package, taxes would
be increased to fund needed
programs, including several
educational reforms.
Many were surprised by the
bill's failure, but many weren't.
Looking back, it appears it was
a group effort by the governor, the
legislators and the citizens of
Kentucky that led to its failure.
Collins presented the tax
increases as one large sum.
However, poor Joe Taxpayer
was never informed of how much
he would actually be paying.
If Collins had broken down the
tax structure and shown that the
increases wouldn't really amount
to that much, then maybe the
taxpayers would have been more
receptive of the idea.
And the governor got off on a
bad foot by saying in her
campaign that she wouldn't raise
taxes even though many of the
state's foremost authorities on the
economic condition said finding
new revenues was of the upmost
importance.
The legislators are to blame
because they probably didn't give
the package a chance. Granted.
Collins heavy-handed pressure on
House members didn't help, but

elections are coming up and the
legislators must of had that in the
back of their minds.
Did the legislators actually poll
their constituents to find out their
opinions on the tax package?
Instead of worrying about the
people, most were thinking only
about the last week of May when
they are up for re-election in the
primaries.
Finally, the people of Kentucky
showed little responsibility in the
matter.
Only people against the tax
proposal called and complained to
their legislators. The people in
favor of the bill hardly even
whimpered a word, except for the
various letter writing campaigns
conducted throughout the state.
It's a shame that education and
other programs in the state will
suffer
because
of
the
disorganization of Collins and her
staff and because of the
self-centered attitudes of the
legislators.
If the package had been
presented clearly and concisely to
the people of the state, the bill
would of had a much better chance
of passage.
In the meantime. Kentucky will
continue to suffer through the
educational mediocrity it has been
plagued with for decades.
And while the legislators and
the governor sit around their
offices worrying about whether
the University of Kentucky will
have a good football and
basketball team next year, the rest
of the state will worry if little
Johnny will ever learn to read.

Now, after the latest incidents,
student government leaders and
administrators all realize once
again that there mfght just be a
problem.

(tfurWj JtMfea
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Angela McCord is a senior majoring in
broadcasting qnd journalism at the
university.
described Autry's death graphically.
James David Autry. a murderer,
was strapped to a gurney in a Texas
death chamber. From behind a wall,
lethal chemicals were injected into
tubes that led to his body.
As the drugs took effect. Autry
began twitching, his knees jerked up.
He grunted a bit and sighed. His
stomach began to expand. He winced.
His eyes looked cloudy. Then he was
dead.
Television reporters should be
allowed the same reporting opportunties as print reporters. Newspapers

Science may have found a cure for
most evils; but it has found no remedy
for the worst of them all-the apathy
of human beings.
-Helen Keller
It's a cycle - it has always been.
That's the way it has to be because
that's the way it works - the job gets
done.

This cycle may be the biggest
problem, out no one knows of a better
way to accomplish the task.
Faculty Senate. Student Senate, the
athletic teams, elections in general and
The Eastern Progress are all tied to the
cycle.
The university exists to offer a
service -- the advancement of

and magazines paint vivid reproductions of executions in the minds of
their readers. Television stations
ought to be able to show their viewers
the original pictures.
Broadcasters along with the print
media have a responsibility to inform
the public of what is happening in their
environment Broadcasters are being
hindered in their task by not being
allowed to televise this harsh reality
of life.
Showing executions will not lead to
gratuitous violence. It just may stop
the quickly increasing numbers of
death row inmates. Currently there are
some 1.300 prisoners on death row in
the United States.
These individuals may die by some

means of capital punishment. This is
not a pleasant thought. Nor is it
pleasant to think of the thousands of
victims and their families that have endured pain at the hands of these
individuals.
Showing executions on television
would cause people to think about
crime and violence, and how much it
hurts everyone involved.
The print media does an excellent
job of covering executions. The television media's coverage is lacking
because it's strapped down by regulations. Executions can be shown in an
ethical and humanistic fashion. Television stations should be allowed to
prove this.

In other words
Apology requested
I am writing this letter to the
unknown driver who hit my white
1984 Ford Mustang in the A.C. parking lot the night of March 22. If you
are reading this letter, I would like for
you to ask yourself how you would feel
if someone hit your new car that you'd
only had for two months and then
didn't have the courtesy to apologize
or admit their guilt.
I understand that doing so would be
a class act which might be difficult for
some irresponsible people to perform.
For that reason, people like myself
must pay the price for damage that
they had no part of.
I realize that this letter cannot
repair my car. nor pay for the damage,
but I hope that the responsible driver
(I hesitate to use the word responsible).
will learn to treat others with more
respect.
CAROLYN HENRY

Chi Omegas thanked
My friend and I would like to
commend the sisters of Chi Omega for
a great act ot humanity.
During the past weekend, the i

Scott Mandl, a student senator,
presented two bills and a
resolution Tuesday at the Student
Senate meeting concerning this
issue.
He wants better designated
crosswalks that are adequately
marked and lit and he wants the
speed limit decreased to 15 mph.
Both ideas merit consideration;
however, it may be a little too late.
Instead of reacting to an
incident, it would be nice if the
university solved an issue before
it became a problem.
Dr. Thomas Myers, the dean of
student affairs, said he agreed
with Mandl's ideas and that
something needed to be done
about pedestrian safety.
But what can be done?
It will take a concerted effort by
both walkers and drivers to make
the campus safe to everyone.
Mandl's suggestions that the
speed limit be lowered and the
crosswalks be clearly marked are
excellent - too bad they weren't
thought of years ago.

Getting involved

Broadcasters should televise executions
By Angela McCord
Television stations should be
allowed to broadcast executions.
There is a growing controversy
concerning the reporting of capital
punishment by the television industry.
There are those that feel death shown
on the news will be distasteful to the
American conscious.
They say it will lead to individuals
committing murder just to get a little
air time on the news. Critics also say
rather than bring about a movement
to abolish executions, as James David
Autry hoped it would, the televised
executions would eventually cause the
public to become insensitive to human
suffering.
Capital punishment is again a fact
of life. Just as much a fact as all the
lives convicted murders have taken. If
people find that viewing executions are
distasteful to them, they do not have
to watch.
Television is not like air pollution.
Air pollution affects us all because we
have to breathe, but television gives
choices. With the advent of cable
broadcasting, numerous channels are
available, giving a wide range of viewing alternatives.
The notion that showing executions
would cause some individual to kill
just for the sake of having his death
televised is ridiculous. There are many
shorter and quicker methods to
accomplish this.
Televised executions would not
cause people to become uncaring of
human pain. The public would have
the opportunity to see firsthand how
the suffering of murdered victims and
their families is given retribution.
In various military conflicts, television news has brought the actual and
sometimes gruesome account of
reality. Murder is a reality and so is
the punishment for it.
Televised executions will likely
decrease the number of slayings that
annually occur in this country. It could
be a deterrent to crime, which would
scare criminals straight.
It is odd that print reporters are not
attacked for their written account of
executions. James David Autry, a.
convicted murderer, was recently
executed in Texas. The print media

twisting roads are a Grand Prix
race course.
Although the speed limit is 25
mph, that is too high for many of
the streets, especially when classes
are changing.
Excessive
speed
and
carelessness can combine to hurt
people and with so many students
and staff members in such a small
area, the possibility of injury is
great.
Surprisingly, only two people
have been hurt in the past year.
But the possibility is there are
many more injuries.

raised $3,600 for Shari Eldot Shari. a
21-year old coed «"«~«"g another
university, is the daughter of Dr.
Howard Eldot. a professor here at the
university. She is scheduled for open
heart surgery in the near future. Seeing a need, the Chi-O's banned
together in true sisterhood to raise
money, via a roadblock in Richmond,
to help defer the medical expense* that
wul be assumed by the Eldot family
for Snarl's operation. Greg and I are
sure that Shari snd her family were
touched by this giving of human time
and effort. Also, we are sure that the
feeling of accomplishment and love for
human life will far outshine the hours
of watching cars drive by for the Chi
Omegas.
Wa would also like to applaud the
people who mads donations to this
worthy cause. For without them, such
s Ugh goal would have never beau
realized.
Above all, we would like to wish
Shari Eldot the best of luck in the com
ing months and a fulfilling life, with
Chi Omega remembered.
FRED ARBOG AST
GREG PITTS

Charges out of line
Those persons who read the letter to

education to all that are either directly or indirectly associated with it.
For lack of a better way to obtain a
degree, the cycle must work on a fouryear basis. You enter as s freshman
and graduate aa a senior.
There is a balance of students of ail
classifications, so those concerned
with looking out for the best interest
of all. face a virtually unchanging
existence.
During a student's career at the
university, he or she might vote in one
presidential election, four Association
elections, four Homecoming elections.
four Excellence in Teaching competitions, various residence hall-related
elections both individual and campuswide and will have access to
possibly 130 issues of The Eastern
Progress.
Yet, even though so many people are
doing so much for the benefit of others.
the majority of the students are so
apathetic that it ia both embarrassing
and discouraging.
Students, faculty, administrators,
staff members and anyone else with an
opinion have the availibility of this
page to say what they want to be
heard.
Both faculty and student senators
and in terdorm members will entertain
complaints, suggestions and observations, but they are very seldomly
offered such comments.
A survey conducted last year found

the editor in the Feb. 9 Progress
concerning Dr. Paul Blanchard were
given a very unfair and untrue picture
of this outstanding member of the
EKU faculty.

I

that most people spend less than 1
minutes reviewing and absorbing th_
information, comment and analysis ia]
each week's newspaper.
Ten minutes - and some people
wonder why university students are sb
apathetic about voting in campus,
local, state or national elections. Some
coaches wonder why they they cannot
get students to support their teams.
The ironic thing is that your
paper.?** Eastern Progress has just
been selected as the best overall'
college newspaper in a tri-state area'
consisting of Kentucky, Indiana and
Illinois.
If it's important and it happens on
campus, we cover it.
Some Eastern students view thennewspaper as boring, unimportant or
undesirable.
Many student come to the office for
extra copies of the paper only because
they liked the coupons.
If students view their paper like
that, I really wonder what is happening at the other schools in the tri-state
If you don't like the paper, the
university, student government or our
athletic teams, then let everybody
know about it. Have the guts it takes
to speak out.
Don't always take the easy way out.
Don't wait for someone else to do what
you, yourself can.

ltB-1072

For more information or story ideas concerning:
I have gotten to know Dr. Blanchard
through numerous classes here at the
university, and endless hours of
debating and learning the ins and outa
of local, state snd national politics. Dr.
Blanchard's dedication is shown
through his many outside activities.
These help the student to better
understand the political process. It is
one thing to read politics and political
theory, it ia quite another to learn it
from a former candidate for mayor,
director of the Taft Seminar, and the
president of the Kentucky Political
Science Association.
So, to those people who are unable
to sea the benefits we all gain from
having such a gifted and giving
person, ready at all times to help snd
explain, I say don't spoil it for the rest
of us, we know how lucky we are.
And to Dr. Blanchard, I thank him
for opening many doors for me, and for
taking the time to be a friend as well
CHRIS MOSHER

News stories- contact Lisa Frost
Clube and organizations- contact Mary Branham
Feature stories- contact Don Lowe
Sports news and events- contact Thomas Barr
Arts and entertainment- contact Andrea Crider
Photo ideas- contact Rex Bogga

All section editors can be reached at 1872
For other matters:
Advertising- contact George Anderson
Circulation- contact Bob Herron
Call 1882 for these departments
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In other words
Food fund started
j We often dismiss the issue of hunger
as a far away problem that has little
or no effect on our lives. Sure we are
concerned, but there always seems to
.be more pressing issues that demand
our attention.
And besides, what can we do about
it?
y Well, hunger is not just a problem
in far parts of the globe. We are
finding that more and more students
here on campus do not have the
resources to buy food.
.. There are people in your classes,
living on your floor in the dorm, and
in your organizations that are hungry,
and are unable to do anything about it.
. The Campus Ministers Association
is very concerned about this problem
and in response we are working to
establish the Student Emergency
Meals Fund. This will enable students
to purchase meals in strict confidence
and with no strings attached.
To fund this project, we are sponsoring "Miles for Meals." a six kilometer
run, the morning of April 14. Watch
for details throughout the campus and
community. Your entry fee will go a
long way towards helping fellow
students in need.
REV. MARK B. GIRARD

More kitchens needed
Eastern Kentucky University, in all
it's years of existence, has never had
a major dorm fire. This will never cease
to amaze me. In my experience as a
student and resident assistant, it is my
estimation that approximately 60-80
percent of all students cook in their
rooms (illegally! regularly. Probably 95
percent of all students hpve cooked in
their rooms at least a few times. This
situation is unsafe and intolerable,
yes! But what choice are they given?
Most dorms do not provide propc!
cooking areas for it's residents, peanut
butter sandwiches get old after awhile,
and eating out is too expensive for
most students.
McCreary Hall, where I used to live,
p/obably has one of the best per student cooking areas on campus, even
though it is located in Beckham. After
being forced to leave after the dorms
were closed for renovation, I moved to
McGregor Hall, supposedly one of the
nicest women's dorms on campus.
When I was shown the cooking area
provided, I was shocked. There is one
tiny stove with three burners, an oven
with a door that is not attached on it's
hinges, and which does not work a
great deal of the time. Some dorms do
not have kitchen areas at all.
This situation is not only inconvenient, but highly dangerous. It EN-

COURAGES students to cook in their
rooms, which creates the biggest fire
hazard on this campus. I do not
understand how this campus avoids
having minor or major fires every
week.
I believe that if parents and fire
prevention personnel knew of the real
situation, they would insist that proper cooking areas be installed, no matter what the cost.
My proposal is that a kitchen be
installed on every floor, or at least
every other floor in every dorm at
Eastern. These cooking areas should
include a full-size range, a range cover,

a sink, and a fire extinquisher. This is
a service provided by nearly every
other university in Kentucky.
Funding for this is much more important than for the bowling alley, the
movie service, new desks or
typewriters when the old ones are fine,
or the remodeling of the bathrooms in
Miller-Beckham-McCreary. Providing
a safe cooking area is not a luxury, it
is a neccessity.
Cost? It could comfortably be passed on to the student if other funding
in not available. For example, the fifth
floor of McGregor houses approximately 90 students. If $16 per student

Check Our New
Lower Prices!
Fast Free Delivery

624-2424

WE SELL

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO UMIT QUANTITIES

SAVINGS GOOD THRU

April 4

fflhl*"

Ask About Daily Specials

You should be under
SupeRx Pharmacy

OurTriendly pharmacists are as close to you as your phone. We'll gladly
answer your questions... fill your orders... or help you select over-thecounter remedies. AND... we're eager to explain our many pharmacy
services to you. Just ask us.

**********************

**********************
RECORDSMITH buys used rock
albums and cassettes in excellent
condition.

**********************

Shoe .me.
SPORTS OUTLET
Killarney Square

Next to Holiday Inn

ATTENTION! I am Anna Venters.
Hair Iresser, previously employed at
airmasters. I am now located at
'"The Foxy Lady Salon". Come and see
me. It's located on Porter Drive behind
{ferry's. Ca'l or come in for
appointment.

Vhat is the meaning of our
)REAMS? What lies beyond
)EATH? Have we LIVED before?
Vhat is KARMA? There is an explanation for all of life's mysteries
with the universal teachings of
ekankar. Attend the FREE introdur
y program on Monday. April 2nd in
(he Richmond Recreation and To*ri*ai
Center located 321 North 2nd Street at
7.311 pm.

WANTED: "lonely behind the
walls.'' College student seeking
correspondence from people that care.
Pleuse send all letters to:
Peter Colon 83C331
Great Meadows C.F.
P.O. Box 51
Comstock, N.Y. 12821 0051.
Thank you for your help.
PETER COLON

Pizzas, Subs & Salads

SUN-TANNING BED! Get or hold
your tan at the Eastern School of Hair
Design. 112 South 2nd St., Richmond,
k\ . or phone 623-5472.

■ **********************

Pen pals solicited

MONEY
ORDERS

r***w*w*w**w***wwwwwwwi
EUROPE! from $469 Roundtrip air
(Baltimore/Frankfurt), S370 2mo
EURAILPASS. Hostels. Rainbow
Tours. 1-800-253-4014.
•wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww**
WE HAVE THE LOWEST AIRFARES TO EUROPE! For free Color
Brochure, Write To: Campus TravelBox 11387 St. Louis. Mo. 63105

NEW ENGLAND BOYS CAMP" Mass.) Counselor Positions for Pro
iram Specialists: Baseball, Canoeing,
Cycling, Sailing. Swimming, Tennis,
ind Waterskiing, Arts and Crafts,
lomputers.
Drama/Music,'
Photography. Overnight Camping,
Woodworking. Send details, references
Camp Mah-Kee-Nac. 190 Linden
\vmue. Glen Ridge, NJ 07028.

by someone cooking in thier room - the
cost will be too much. Think about it.
JACQUELINE SEXTON

Til PI I.I 11^

MODELS NEEDED-Medium to
short cuts only. For more information
call Snooty Fox at 623-9629.

* *********************

from other students who enjoy the
privilige. These students cook in unsafe conditions now and do a very good
job at it. I believe it would be safe to
say they could handle cooking on a real
stove.
Administrators, student senators,
students, dorm directors, parents -wake up and smell the coffee (except
we can't fix you any). This is a
dangerous and frightening situation
which could be remidied at minimal
cost and effort. Lives and/or property
should not have to be lost before this
situation is corrected. If one student
dies nr is hurt hermisp nf a firp «t«rtj»H'

WE REDEEM

TOR SALE: Concert tickets for all
tupp Arena concerts. Ask for Clary at
72*129.

SCASHS We bay or loan money on
class rings, gold, diamonds, T.V.'s,
guna, movie projectors, electric
typewriters, binoculars, power tool*,
guitar*, etc. JOHNSON DIAMOND
EXCHANGE. 717 Big Hill Ave. (next
to Druthers! Richmond, 823-4535.

per semester were added to the housing fee, the total student contribution
would be 12,700 per year. That should
much more than pay for buying the
equipment,
installation,
and
maintenance. The cost would be easily
recovered for the student by not eating
out once a month, or not buying a hot
plate or toaster oven. I do not believe
there would be many student complaints about this, given the added
safety and convenience.
Abuse? I believe that it would happen in only a few cases. This could be
controlled by the R.A. keeping an eye
on the kitchen, and by peer pressure

All Purpose
Turf Shoe

Regular $35.00

NOW $23.99
FAMOUS BRANDS FOR LESSI
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Diets can help overweight people

Considering the possibility of
taking off a few pounds? Never fear,
the weight reduction industry will
gladly step in with their food, pills,
diets, supplements and painless
plans designed especially for you
along with implied love, beauty,
youth, health or long life.
People in the United States spend
over $100 million a year buying
dietetic
foods,
appetite
suppressants, exercise devices, and
attending reducing clinics. Despite
the money, time, frustration and
many times, despair, over 95 percent of those who lose weight gain
it back within one year.
There are literally thousands of
reducing diets available: however,
these fall into, a few limited
categories.
The largest number of these are
the low-carbohydrate diets. They
are also known as "Mayo Clinic
diet," "Air Force diet." "Drinking
Man's diet." "Calories Don't Count
diet.' "(Jrapefruit diet." "Dr.
Atkins diet." "Dr. Stillman'sdiet."
"Scarsdale diet" and "Ketogenic
diet" to mention only a few.
Under all these guises, it can be
recognized as a diet that restricts
carbohydrates by forbidding the use
of breads, potatoes, pasta, other
starchy foods and milk.
This type diet should be avoided.
People are attracted to this type
Hut because of the dramatic weight
loss it brings about within the first
few days. The major part of this
weight loss is a loss of body protein
with quantities of water and important minerals. There is little or no
fat loss.
These diets raise blood uric acid,
disposing the person to gout. It

lowers blood potassium, causing irregular heart beat. It causes sodium
loss and dehydration. It may cause
fatigue and blood pressure abnormalities and aggravates kidney problems. It causes elevation of serum
cholesterol, a known risk factor for
heart disease and stroke.
Other possible side effects are
nausea, anorexia and fainting.
High-protein diets are essentially
the same as the low-carbohydrate
diet. These diets eliminate all
dessert-type foods, alcohol and soft
drink beverages. When one is
confined to meat. eggs, and cheese.
it does not take long to lose interest
in eating: The Grapefruit diet" said
it causes weight loss by burning the
fat. Only physical exercise does
that. No one food can cause you to
lose weight.
y
Very low calorie diet or fasting are
also known as "Last Chance diet."
"Columbia diet." "Cambridge diet."
"800-Calorie Liquid diet" and many
trade name diets.
In a diet that provides fewer than
1.000 calories, it is pointless to
worry about the ratio of protein to
carbohydrate to fat because all of it
will be used for energy to keep you
alive. All physiological functions of
protein will have to stop so the
protein can be used for energy,
because energy is the number one

priority for life.
Numerous aide effects of protein
deficiency
include
heart
irregularities, rapid loas in blood
pressure, muscle weakness, cramps,
dry skin and hair loss.
The HCG diet (Human Chorionic
Gonadotropin) is a growth hormone
secreted in the urine of pregnant
women. This diet consists of
hormone injections along with a 500
calorie, near-starvation diet. The
cost tor this program ranges from
S450 to $700 - a pretty expensive
way to lose weight, by having urine
injected into your body and
starving oneself.
There are many non-prescription
diet products on the market just
waiting for your dollars. There are
the before-ineal candies. It would be
much cheaper to buy caramels and
vanilla
wafers.
Phenylopropanolamine is a drug
related to amphetamine under such
names as Diet-Trim, Hungrex and
Slender Z. Overuse of this drug is
dangerous and habit forming.
Benzocaine is a local anaesthetic
currently marketed aa Rezule.
Pondosan. Reducets. Slim-Mint.
Way-Dex and Diet-Trim.
The theory behind these is that
they coat the lining of the mouth
and stomach and inhibit a person's
desire to eat. They do not won and
severe illness can result from
overuse of the drug. Diuretic
compounds commonly called water
pills help reduce water retention by
increasing urine flow. The important
thing to remember is that if a cell
become dehydrated, it dies!!!
Other quick-reducing gadgets
such as inflatable clothing, weighted
waist belts, constricting bands,

body suits, muscle stimulators,
creams, oils, lotions and exercise
niarhiraw are all worthless and may
even be dangerous.
Despite the abundance of fad
reducing regimens and regardless of
the cause of a person's failure to
maintain his/her desired body
weight, successful treatment
involves decreasing calorie intake to
a level below calorie expenditure.
The following criteria may provide a basis for judging each new
diet as it appears on the scene:
•'The diet must be deficient in
calories. It takes 3,500 calories to
gain or lose a pound, whether it
takes one week or one year. Don't
expect it to go away in a week. One
to two pounds per week should be
your limit.
^ A diet should be adequate in all
nutrients, only low in calories.
•'The diet should have satiety
value, one which delays the onset of
hunger. Some fat is a must, because
among other important functions, it
delays the emptying of the stomach
and makes you feel full longer.
^ A diet should be one that can be
adapted from family meals and can
be obtained in oublic eating places.
•'It should be one that can be
adhered to for the rest of your life.
Obesity is not cured, only
controlled.
•'It most important thing to
remember is to think a long time
before you buy a worthless bill of
goods. Contact a registered dietitian
who has had training in modified
diets.
Dr. Effie Creamer is a professor of
home economics at the university.

News capsule
Progress' wins award
in regional contest
The Eastern Progress, the student
newspaper of the university, was
recently named the best overall
newspaper in Region 5 by the Society
of Professional Journalists. Sigma
Delta Chi.
The newspaper defeated publications from 16 other schools, including
the University of Kentucky. Indiana
University. Northwestern University.
Murray State University and Western
Kentucky University.
The judge said the Progress was "an
unusually
informative college
newspaper, with a good mix of news,
sports and entertainment stories as

well as the more considered pieces
dealing with trends of the day."
Also, university student Jonathan
Abney was awarded first place in the
best radio news.non-deadline category.
The winners from the 12 regions now
advance to the national competition,
with winners to be announced in
November in Indianapolis.

State begins process
to choose delegates
Kentucky will begin its process to
select its delegates that will go to this
summer's Democratic National Convention on Saturday.
Madison County will select its
delegate at the County Convention, to
be held at 2 p.m. at the courthouse.

Towne Cinema

The state will select 63 delegates and
21 alternates from various sites on
Saturday.
These people will then attend one of
the seven Congressional District Conventions, to be held on April 14. The
Madison County representative will
meet fellow Sixth District Democrats
at the Kentucky Democratic headquarters in Frankfort.

Mid-term deficiencies
available from adviser
Beginning this semester, mid-term
deficiencies will not be handled
through the registrar's office.
Instead, any student wishing to pick
up their mid-term deficiencies must see
their academic advisers.

Mid-term grades are only given for
those students who receive less than
C'a in a particular course.

New Zealand featured
in Audubon film series
The country of New Zealand will be
explored in the film Summer in Kiwi
Land, which will be presented as part
of the university's Audubon Wildlife
Film Series.
The film, which will be discussed by
cinematographer Grant Foster, will be
shown at 7:30 p.m.. Tuesday, April 3,
in the Hiram Brock Auditorium.
The film will show life on the three
main islands of New Zealand.
Tickets are $1.75 and will be
available at the door.

Culross provides
innovativj
By Lisa Frost
News editor
Dr. Jack Culross' office in the Keith
Building has yellow walls and orange
doors. These bright colors may be
symbolic of the ideas he has for the
future of his seven-month-old Office of
Academic Support and Undergraduate

This administrative office was
created in September and is similar to
the former Office of Undergraduate
Studies, according to Culross.
"We coordinate registration, the
Department of Learning Skills, co-op.
Trio and administration in that sense.''
said Cuh-oss. the dean of the office.
"We also coordinate undergraduate
adviaing, summer orientation,
transcript evaluation for transfer
students and planned curriculums for
all undergraduates."
"I hoped it could be done - to take
academic support services and those
that help students as students
together," said Culross. "So. if a
student came in who needed academic
support, whether ij was a search of
records, status or name change or
tutorial help, they could find it here."
He said his office is making strides
toward achieving this goal.
After completing a master's and a
doctorate degree at Louisiana State
University, the New York native came
to the university in 1970 as an assistant professor of English.
"I still get to teach, but to say I miss
toarhmg is to ssy it in the sense I miss
the opportunity to keep up with my
field as I should,"' said Culross. "I
don't have the opportunity to talk
with other teachers and share ideas as
much as I would like to."
Culross, whose area of specialization
is the 19th century English novel, said
he, like any other teacher, finds it
frustrating when students fail asleep
in class.
Accepting that some people find
English literature boring, Culross suggested that perhaps people find subjects boring because they don't
understand them.
"If I can make them understand it.
then perhaps they will like it," he said.
"Sometimes students will respond.
Sometimes they won't."
Culross made the transition from
teaching to administration gradually
and sort of "accidentally."
As various administrators took
leaves of absence or sabbaticals,
Culross took their place for a semester
or a year.
After substituting for Dr. John
Long, now the dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities, as associate

Dr. Jack Culross
dean for the College of Arts and
Sciences for a year, Culross became
acting assistant dean for that college
Soon after, he became associate dean
for the Office of Undergraduate
Studies where he served for six years.
In September of this year, he
assumed his current position.
Culross said he feels good about the
programs under his office, but is still
looking for ways to improve them.
"Summer orientation is a good way
for students to get acquainted with
campus and get registered before they
come up here," said Culross. "That
way they can come up. and get settled
without having to stand in long
registration lines."
Culross said the problem here was
advising.
"One thing I would like to see is a
core of students to advise and help
students," he said. "There are two
advantages to this. One, students,
particularly the younger students, can
relate better with students their own
age. Two, I hope one day to staff an
office with these students so students
could call on them anytime they
needed advising."
Culross is also very supportive of
the tutorial services offered by the
university.
"I think there is a tremendous need
for it," he said. "No matter how well
a person can speak or read, there is
always room for improvement."
Along these lines, he also supports
the general education requirements.'
Culross said he felt that no matter
how much a student may gripe about
the value of such courses, one day he
will be using this information and be
glad he has it.
Culross and his wife Terri, an assistant professor in the Department of
Learning Skills, live in Richmond with
their three children.

Mom Si
623 8884

Asm. {100: Students (Including EKU) MOIL Tlnrs. S2.5&,
Youth 11 to 15 S2.50; Kids 10 *d under (1.50 All Tines
7:00 & 9:15
Matinee Sat & Sun. U 3:15, All Seats $1.50
NOW!
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fry Arny's new croissant nrcahlasi!

DRIVER ADMITTED FREE
With this coupon 8. 1 or more paid admission

Introducing Arby's new
croissant breakfast. We take a
flaky, fresh French croissant,
slice it and serve it toasty warm
with your choice of delicious

fillings—eggs, bacon, ham,
sausage, mushrooms and
cheese. Arby's new croissant
breakfast—it's a delicious new
TWIST to your mornings!

(liplhm coupons and save on croissant
nreahlasis and other greaf Arty* menu items.
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WITH THIS COUPON
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Bedtime for most is work time for the Wight People'

By D°" Lowe
Feature, editor
After a long, hard day at work many
people «it down to the watch the 11
o'clock news before turning in for bed
i - these are day people.
._ However, while some people are
1 going to bed others are just getting
started on their work day - these are
- the night people.
They work in a cycle reverse to that
which most people function, some by
choice - some by fate.
They are what is known as the
"graveyard or red eye shift."
These men and women are serving
food, giving medical help and
providing police protection.
The shift, usually lasting from 11
p.m. until 7 a.m.. is one that many
people might refuse to work.
However, this is a misunderstood
shift, especially for workers at Pattie
A. Clay Hospital, according to Teresa
Chaffins, night shift supervisor at the
hospital.
Chaffins, who directs 27 nurses each
night, said that some people think a
night nurse's job is to watch patients
sleep, but that is not the case.
"Some people think that patients
sleep all night," said Chaffins. "But
people are sick 24 hours a day. They
don't reserve their illnesses for
daytime."
Chaffins said the night nurses
perhaps have even more responsibility
when it comes to patient care than the
day shift does.
"We check on them a lot, possibly
more often than the day nurses," she
said- "It takes a special type of person
to work this shift because it means
altering your life to working opposite
of the majority of the people. '
Here at the university, the infirmary
has a night nurse who works from 11
p.m. until 7 a.m.
She assists any student who
requires minor medical care and she
will refer students to the hospital if
theire illness or injury is serious.
Emergency rooms can be very hectic
at times, but Chaffins said Pattie A.
Clay's emergency room usually
maintains a steady flow of patients.
"I'm not from this area so I was
surprised at the amount of people that
this hospital treats through the
emergency room." she said. "It's quite
a lot for the size of this hospital."
Chaffins said Saturday night is

unuallv
r.h» busiest
hnsiest night
nio-hl of
nf the week
usually the
for the emergency room, a point which
might coincide with Sgt. Larry Cook
of the Richmond City Police, who said
the police department's busiest times
are from Thursday to Saturday nights.
Cook, who is in charge of seven
police officers each night, said a typical
Thursday night for his staff includes
everything from answering calls
concerning domestic quarrels to
picking up drunks from the downtown
area.
"Thursday nights when Eastern is
in, is when we get a lot of calls from
neighbors complaining about the
noise," said Cook. "The college
students leave the'bars at midnight
and then go party at friends houses
and this sometimes creates a
disturbance."
Cook also said the most recent crime
wave that his staff has had to handle
is a rise in burglaries in the area.
"We've been having a lot of thefts
lately," he said. "They are on the rise
right now and we're solving as many
of them as we can."
The Richmond City Police are
assisted by other local law
enforcement agencies such as the
Kentucky State Police. Post Number
7, located at the corner of Kit Carson
Drive and the Eastern By-Pass and
the university's Division of Public
Safety.
Public service work, such as
enforcing the laws and providing
medical treatment are occupations
which must function on an around the
clock basis.
However, when people venture out
into the night, they will see more than
just the public servants.
They will see merchants who are
staying open late - even 24 hours a
day, to provide a different type of
service and make the profit that
daytime businesses don't choose to
compete for.
On the Eastern By-Pass one can find
a place to at all hours of the day.
Mr. Waffle stays open 24 hours a
day and serves to mostly Richmond
residents.
According to Germaine Serivner, a
waitress at the restaurant, most of the
food served is breakfast type food and
is sold around 12:30 a.m.
"After the bars close downtown, we
get a lot of business, but it's mainly
Richmond residents," she said. "We

^^

In the middle of the night the lights shine brightly on the Eastern-By Pass
don't get a lot of college students, but
we do get a few."
One university student frequents
Mr. Waffle as a refuge. A place to
study that is not as traditional as the
library.
"One night I came in with some
friends and I saw a girl here studying
and I thought that's not a bad idea,"
said Mary Beth Pinkston, a junior
office Administration major from
Richmond. "It's a lot quieter het^ than
it is in my apartment and I get a lot
of studying done."
If studying isn't on the evening's
agenda, but food is, there is an alternative to Mr. Waffle after 1 a.m.

Burger King's Drive Thru stays open
until 3 a.m.
Troy Judd. the night manager at
Burger King, said the most popular
item sold through the drive thru after
1 a.m. is the "Whopper."
"We get quite a bit of business after
downtown closes," said Judd.
The only other alternative for late
night food is the Busy Bee Bakery on
2nd Street.
Busy Bee opens for business at 1:30
a.m. daily and closes at 4 p.m.
The bakery's manager, Frank
Hessman, said the busiest time for the
bakery is the early morning hours
when everyone is on their way to work.

The reason the bakery opens so early
is to prepare donuts for the next day
of business.
Besides food establishments there
are a few other business open each
night including motels, gas stations,
a grocery store and a drug store.
Thornberry's Super Valu. located in
the Richmond Plaza Shopping Center,
is open 24 hours a day and carries a
full line of grocery items including a
'lakery and delicatessen.
Another all night business offering
their services to the community is
Super-X Drugs on Main Street.

Pholo by jenmlcr Sdbvell

According to Bill Sadler, the stores
night manager, the long hours are a
service to people who need medicine in
the middle of the night.
"We get all kinds of. people in here
at night." said Sadler. "Mostly it's
people who need medicine for their
children."
Whether your reason lor venturing
out into the world of the night people
is to eat. buy medicine or receive
medical attention, you can be assured
that someone or some business will
always open to serve your basic needs.
There will always be night people

Campus made secure with dispatchers help
By Lucy Bennett
Staff writer
It was a few minutes past midnight
and Doug Lamb, the dispatcher for the
Division of Public Safety, appeared to
be busy.

Photo bv Sean ENcins

Chris Robinson, a university Junior, works at Sammy's Chevron

The phone buzzed constantly,
usually from a female requesting to be
picked up by the safety van.
"This is a calm night." said I.amb.
Lt. Terry Mosser told Lamb to radio
the "beat" cruiser to set up a mini
stake-out at the back of Keene Hall.
"Tell them to keep an eye out for
juvies (juveniles) hanging over from
the state tourney," said Mosser.
A young couple came to the
plexiglass window to pay for a temporary parking permit for their 1972
Cutlass.
"I hate taking care of the money, I,
really do," said Lamb.
Another police cruiser reports in,
and Lamb tells them to come to the
back window for detailed instructions
from Mosser.
"Some people have scanners, so
sometimes we tell the officer to come
directly over here for instructions so
the whole town doesn't know what's
going on. It's often more convenient
to tell them exactly what to do.
without using the code, and there's
less a chance of a breakdown in
communications.'' said the dispatcher.
Lamb said the most activity occurs
between 11:30 p.m. to 3 a.m. He said
there are more arrests on this shift
simply because the bars are letting
out.
Lamb stressed that most students
do not realize the variety of functions
performed by the Division of Public
Safety.
"You have to remember this is like
a miniature city. Here we do anything
that any regular police department
does, and in fact, we're better trained
for it." he said.

For example. Lamb pointed out the
When Lamb answers a call, he says.
various duties he has as dispatcher.
"Public Safety. Lamb."
The office functions as an
"The word security' is an enigma."
information-type booth, it takes all
he explained.
maintenance requests and plumbing
"Everybody hates that word." addrequests after hours, it issues
ed Lamb.
temporary parking tags, it releases
Lamb slides his chair across the
towed vehicles and it receives money
control panel and asks Mosser if he
from parking tickets, just to name a
wants some coffee Lambsaid they are
few.
all coffee fanatics because of their long
"We're the only agency open 24
hours. Lamb reported to work at 10:4fi
hours a day. so we handle everything."
p.m. and gets off at 7:16 a.m.
said Lamb.
"I've learned to sleep when I can."
Lamb refers a call from Brockton
he said.
resident to a cruiser. The anonymous
caller complained of individuals
Lamb started working at the office
fighting outside of her apartment.
as a cadet, and in August of 19X1. be
Promptly thereafter, a patrolman
got the dispatcher's position.
calls in for a "make" (a check on vehiDespite this fast-paced occupation.
cle registration to see if the vehicle is
Lamb seems to remain basically calm.
stolen) on a silver Monte Carlo. Lamb
"This is routine: I don't have to
entered the license number on the
think about it." he said.
terminal, which is a connection to the
A young woman calls complaining
National Crime Information Center
about obscene phone calls and Lamb
and the Kentucky Law Enforcement
counsels her on what to do. However.
Network.
Lamb said this is no longer a problem
The dispatcher said it takes 30 to 40
for the university.
seconds for the information to come in.
and a little longer than that for out-of"We can now trace calls instantly."
state checks.
jsaid the dispatcher.
"I want the information available*
The division also handles bomb
for the officers as soon as possible." he
threats and fire calls. Lamb said the
said. "It's their safety that's imporfire department is sent automatically
tant. As long as it's not stolen, no
to administrative and academic
sweat."
buildings: however, it is sent to dorA call comes in from the Case Hall
mitories only if fire is seen or smoke
lobby in reference to a male in the
smelled due to the high incidence of
dormitory after hours and Lamb sends
false alarms in those buildings.
an officer to investigate.
Although most people have gone to
"We have lots of building security
sleep, the officers at the Division of
on this shift, interior building checks
Public Safety are working all night
to see if anyone's in a building that
long.
shouldn't be there," he said.

Hostesses watch aver dorms
By Jay Carey
Staff writer
When you mention Richmond's
night life, thoughts of downtown bars
and Ted Turner's football under the
stars come to mind.
But another important part of the
nighttime activities belongs to the
women who spend their nights in our
dormitory lobbies.
Generally, they are married women
with a couple of children, some old
enough to be our parents, others,
nearly young enough to be our
contemporaries.
A night hostess must be good at
talking with students, handling
people, listening to their problems and
aspirations and thinking quick.
Wilma Grant, the night hostess at
Mattox Hall, exemplified the quick
thinking concept by locking a student
in the linen closet.
"One of the boys was being chased
by someone with a gun and was scared
for his life," said Grant, who has lived
in Richmond on and off all of her life.
"I locked him in the linen doeet until
security arrived." she said.
By then, the gunman had escaped,
but Grant had a description of the
suspect and his car and security nabbed him the next day, she said.
"I wasn't scared when it happened."
Grant said of the four year-old incident "I just knew I had to act fast,
but afterwards I sure got scared."
Orlena Barnes has lived in Richmond 43 years, and has spent the last
six years as a night hostess. She has
spent weeknighta for the past two
years behind the Clav Hall desk.
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Fanny Oglesby
"When I first started, there was
nothing to be scared of, but I was
scared of everything." she said. "Now
I realize there's nothing to be afraid
of."
"We really have few problems for as
many students as we have concentrated in one area." said Barnes.
A night hostess for 10 years, Stella
Perry is currently in her first year at
McGregor Hall
Perry said meeting students from all
different parts of the state and the
nation is her favorite task.
"I like being with the kids, I enjoy
the people," said Barnes. "It's an
interesting job."
Wanda King has been in Case Kail
for five years and she said she thinks
conversation and companionship with
the students is one of the major

reasons for her position as a night
hostess.
"Dean (Jeannette) Crockett told me
that it was one of our most important
functions - getting to know the
students," said King.
"Sitting around talking to them late
at night is fun, and it really helps to
pass the time after 2 a.m.," she said.
While many knit, crochet or needlepoint to pass the time, Charlotte
Broaddus. O'Donnell Hall's night
hostess, reads and works crossword
puzzles.
Since they spend so much time
around so many different people, the
women have accumulated many
anecdotes.
"One time, a boy came in here with
two jars, there was a snake in one and
a bat in the other," said Grant.
She said he proceeded to drop both
of the jars and the animals were
slithering and flying about the lobby.
Louise Burrows, who is in her first
year as a night hostess, said that while
working in Sullivan Hall she heard
what she thought was moans and
groans coming from a room.
"I called security because I didn't
want to look in there by myself," she
said.
When security arrived, it was
discovered that the moans and groans
were being made by a water pipe.
Some of the duties night hostesses
must perform include checking to
make sure outside doors are locked,
answer the phone, check identification
so that only residents enter the living
areas and just being there in case of
an emergency.
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Stella Gay bags groceries for customers at Thornberry's Super Valu
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Campus groups
give time, money
for Eldot's surgery
By Mary Branham
Organization* editor
Last semester began well for Shan

Bidet

Eldot, the daughter of university
professor Dr. Howard Eldot. was
involved in academics as well as
extracurricular activities at Case
Western Reserve University in
Cleveland, Ohio, where she was attending school.
Academically. Eldot emphasized
management science and hoped to
combine a dual major in computer
technology and organizational
behaviors and apply this to a career
working in a corporate structure
assisting in better programs for
employees.
For extracurricular activities, she
was elected president of her senior
class. She was also treasurer of her
junior class. She was also involved in
sports at Case Western.
The semester didn't end quite as
well as it had begun. Eldot was ill the
entire semester with asthma,
pneumonia and other physical
problems.
When she got too ill to continue, she
was hospitalized, according to Joyce
Walker, an instructor of special education at the university.
It during her hospitalization that
doctors realized that Eldot had an
enlarged heart and her life was in
danger, said Walker.
The urgency of Eldot's condition
was relayed to her family by her
cardiologist in Cleveland. The
diagnosis was congestive heart failure
caused by idiopathic cardiomyopathy.
Her cardiologist in Lexington. Or.
Michael Jones, stated her only hope
for survival was a heart transplant.
The operation, as well as the extra
care needed for medical expenses,
requires a large amount of money and
is not covered by insurance.
The cost of the medical expenses will
need to be covered by donations and
public contributions, according to
Walker.
Walker is part of Friends of Shari
Eldot, a committee raising funds for
the operation.
Walker, however, works more
closely with Eldot than she does with
the committee raising the money.
She said Eldot is a "good candidate
for the transplant. She went for interviews in Richmond. Va., to see how she
feels about such an operation and to
determine if she was a good candidate
for a transplant. She passed with
flvink colors."
According to Walker. Eldot is still
leading a "somewhat normal" life.
Because Eldot was so active before she
knew her condition, her present
activities do not amount to but a small
portion of that activity, said Walker.
"She is under a lot of medication, so
her activity level is limited," said
Walker.
Although Walker is involved closely
with Eldot, she said funding for the
medical expenses is one of the prime
concerns of the committee.
"We are running a very large fruit
selling campaign," said Walker.
"Shah's uncle donated a big truckload
of fruit so the money made from the
sales will be total profit."

Club helps members
meet computer tasks
aaajaa-a-—-««_^^**^BCt^^»|

Walker said the fruit is being sold
through the university's Special
Education office.
The committee is also responsible
for monitoring the contributions as
they come in. As of the beginning of
this week, the committee has raised
$8,000. according to Walker.

1
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The group has also asked the mayor
of Richmond, William Strong, to proclaim April 12-19 as "Shari Eldot
Week."
"The mayor very eagerly and willingly said he would make the
proclamation the morning of April
12." said Walker.

-

According to Kelly Allen, a member
of NSSLHA and chairman of the
student steering committee, said the
responses they have been getting from
student organizations have been good.
"We don't have the specifics on
everything yet. but we have sent
letters out and talked with individuals.
They have to present it to their clubs,"
said Allen.
The biggest contributor to the fund
has been the Chi Omega sorority.
The sorority conducted a roadblock
last weekend and raised $3,500 for the
fund.

Maggio said graduates of the university assist current students by notifying the computer clubs when job opportunities arise at their businesses.
"If opportunities open up in their
firms, they let us know and we try to
fill those positions with our own people," said Maggio.

'

Jennifer Price worked at the Chi Omega roadblock
"We decided to do a roadblock
because it was a lot faster and we
would be able to get more money,"
said Anita Vincent, president of Chi
Omega.
"It was a big success, but it was
only a drop in the bucket," said
Vincent.
According to Walker, the process of
hospitalization and the. operation will
cost between $100,000 and $250,000.
Eldot will have to be observed for
the next couple of months. She will not
have the transplant operation until
doctors estimate she has just three
months to live, according to Walker.

$2.00
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"They wait that long because it is
such a dangerous operation," said
Walker.
After the operation, Eldot will have
to stay in at the hospital in Virginia
for up 40 days. She will then have to
live in an apartment or motel in the
area for two to three months.
"It's a long, expensive process to
guard against rejection (of the body to
the new heart)," said Walker.
Walker said the fund-raising has
just started but "there is no where to
go but up."
She said the committee has received
big checks and small checks, but
"every little bit helps."

Maggio said the club is in the
process of changing its charter from
Louisville to Lexington.
"Lexington is closer and will be
more beneficial to us," he said. "But
we will try to continue attending the
Louisville chapter meetings."
Other projects include awarding a
$750 annual scholarship to a computer
science or computer information
systems major, which will be based on
the student's grade-point average,
academic and community involve
ment, said Maggio.
"To enter, a student must have a
minimum grade-point average of 2.0,"
he said.
Graduating senior are honored at
the club's annual spring banquet,
which recognizes the accomplishments

Campus Clips
lOk-run sponsored
The university's Military Police
Company is sponsoring a 10-kilometer
run at 10 a.m. Saturday, April 7, at the
Bluegrass Army Depot.
All participants will receive a T-shirt
commemorating the run.
The application deadline is April 6
and anyone needing more information
should contact Capt. Mike McNamara
at 622-1217.

Club holds forum
The CIRUNA Club will present a
world affairs forum at 7 p.m. April 3

in the Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building.
Dr. .I"el Roitman and Michael
Lewis, both assistant professors of
social science at the university, will
present a lecture/discussion on "The
Middle East Crisis: What can and
should be done?"
For more information, contact
Gentry Martin at 622-5098.

Engineers to meet
The Society of Manufacturing
Engineers will meet at 7 p.m. April 11
in the J aggers Room of the Powell
Building.

RECORDSMITH
Albums *Cassettes ^Tickets
Buttons *Bandanas * Leather

The Cars
'Heartbeat City'
LP or cassette with this ad before April 4, 1984.
623-5058

FRIED CHICKEN
RICNMONO. KENTUCKY

By Angela McCord
Staff writer
Now more than ever computers are
affecting the lives of millions of people,
the university's Data Processing and
Management Association is programming its members to meat this task.
"We take educational tours to the
data processing installations of Jerrico
and Ashland Oil, so we can learn how
the real world handles things," said
Ben Maggio. president of the dub.
At national and regional meetings
the names of the moat outstanding
members are announced, said Maggio,
a senior .computer information
systems major from Vineland, N.J.
"This gives employees a chance to
become aware of good students, so if
a resume comes across their desk the
name might not be foreign to them,"
said Maggio.

Behind Jerry's Rest.
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The National Student Speech.
Language, Hearing Association
(NSSLHA), will be working in conjunction with the Friends committee.
Walker said NSSLHA is responsible
for contacting organizations for possible participation and sending out
thank -you notes to contributors.
Connie Sipple, president of
NSSLHA. said the club is also
working with distributing containers
in stores to collect money.
"We are not contributing money per
se, but we are putting a lot of time and
manpower into it." said Sipple.
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The speaker will be Steve Campbell,
who is from the Mazak Corporation in
Florence. The topic of his discussion
will be "Trends in Manufacturing FMS/CIM Approach."
For more information, contact Steve
Trammel at 622-2650.

DPMA activities.

Applications may be obtained in
Combs 213 and the deadline for returning them is 3:30 p.m. April 6.
For more information, contact Dr.
Engming Lin at 622-1582.

Scholarship available

Dru

The Data Processing Management
Association (DPMA) will be granting
a $750 Robert A. Cheeley Scholarship
to any senior member of the
organization.
The scholarship will be awarded according to academic achievement and

The College of Allied Health and
Nursing will present a forum titled.
"Youth and Drugs: Communication
and Information," April 4 at the Carl
Perkins Building.

8

forum hc,d

For more information, contact Dr.
Lynn Voight at 622-2143.

of the departing student* and
motivates other students to excel, according to Maggio.
Another dub activity is the sponsoring of student/faculty mixers.
. >-.
"They are often held in the homes of
the faculty," said Maggio. "The get
togethers allow everyone to get to! |
know each other a little better."
The organization also hosts the
annual College of Business stu- 1
dent/faculty Softball game, he said.
"We try to have a booth during the
Spring Fling and Fall Festival to hdp.
promote the dub," said Maggio. "To-1
help raise money, we have calendar
and candle sales, car washes and
COBAL computer programming
contest.
"The association gives an;
opportunity to meet classmates, professors and businessmen," he said. "It
gives you an idea of what is out there
and it looks good on any resume."
The club is geared toward computer
information systems and computer
science majors, but it's open to all
majors, Maggio said.
The requirements for joining are a
grade-point average of 2.0 and a
general interest in computers.
Students desiring to become
national student members must pay a
$12 annual fee, which gives them
membership and a year subscription to
Data Management Magazine, said
Maggio. The local fee for members is
$5 a semester. He said there are
currently about 35 members.
Maggio said the organization waa
started in the fall of 1979.
"It hasn't been in existence very
long but in the short time it has a great
deal of progress has been made," said .
Maggio.
Some changes have taken place in
the computer field over the years.
Computers have become a lucrative
field and is getting to be more user
oriented, he said.
But graduating seniors are finding
it difficult to secure a iob, according
to Maggio. He said this is because
most employees require at least two
years experience.
The name of one of the university's
computer majors has also undergone
a change in recent years. Electronic
data processing is now computer information systems.
"The name was changed but the
program is the same," Maggie said.
But he said the program differed from
that of a computer science major.
"Computer information systems is
business oriented and you must take
business core classes," he said.
"Computer science does not require a
business background."
. .
The Data Processing and Management
Association has
many
attributes, said Maggio. He added
that the affiliation with professionals
in the business community is probably
its most outstanding asset.

Now you can have
your druthers,
aim save money,
too!
That's right. You can have
your druthers, because at
Druther's Restaurant, we have
the biggest menu variety in
town.
And now you can save big,
too, when you use these
valuable coupons.

So, remember, when you
want your druthers, there's only
one place to go.

Lunch Week
March 29 thru April 6

Seafood Lunch
Tenderfish
Fries &
Your Favorite 12 oz. Shake
Dairy
Queen

$1.99
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Salad 8 Medium Drink $2.09
good only at Richmond Big HHI Ave. ,
expire* Apr. 30. 1884
1

DRUTHERS

^

DRUTHERS
2 Double Cheese $2.00
only at Blchniond Big Hill Ave.
expire* Apr. 30, 1884

DRUTHERS

Buy one got one" Free
2 Deluxe Quarters $2.25
Sausage 8 Biscuits Every day until
good only at Richmond Big Hfll Ave. I
10:30
expires Apr. 30. 1884
J good only at Wchaasad Big HW Ave.
I
expires Apr. 30, 1884
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Group
surveys
region
By Mary Branham
Organizations editor
For anyone interested in rocks and
minerals but not the academic side of
the Work, the university offers the
Geology Club.
The club is open to anyone
interested in geology, according to
Debbie Gale, president of the group.
"Anyone who likes geology is
welcome to join," said Gale.
She said the club is primarily a social
club focusing on geology. Another club
focusing on geology, the Sigma
Gamma Epsilon (SGEl honorary, is
aimed more at the academic aspects of
the science.
"We work on getting the people of
the club in the less academic side of
geology, the more fun side." said Gale.
"Sigma Gamma Epsilon has taken
over the more academic side of
geology."
According to Gale, before this year,
there was only one club for people
interested in geology. She said that the
Geology Club and SGE switched on
and off for awhile but both are active
this year.
"SGE is the honorary," said Gale.
"Members have to have to the grade?>int average and other requirements,
he Geology Club is for anyone
interested in geology."
She said the people interested do not
necessarily have to be geology majors
or minors.
Although the club is aimed at the
"more fun" sides of geology, Gale said
the club is active in an academic side
also. She said the club has guest
speakers to talk about the field of
geology and the job opportunities
available with a geology degree.
"The market is very tight right
now," said Gale. "Supposedly, it will
be turning around again soon."
Some of the guest speakers from the
Kentucky Geological Survey and the
U.S. Geological Survey discuss
present research in the field.
Some of the club members
participated in a geological survey at
Big Bend, Texas, during last year's
Spring Break.
"We were going to go this year, but
no one seemed to be able to afford it,"
said Gale.
i
(
She said the group would almost
positively go next year.
"It is sort of a rotation. The people
who went last year are still around and
weren't interested in going," she said.
"Next year, most of the people who
went the last time will be gone and
others will be interested in going."
The club also attends meetings of
other geology groups.
The group will be attending a
meeting of the Geological Society of

John Ts
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Security club aids
students in career
By Becky Clark
Staff writer

Debbie Gale (top) and club members participate in a car wash
America on April 4-5 in Lexington.
The club will have a display to
"show off the department and let other
people know what we're doing," said
Gale.
The display will consist of pictures
showing Geology Club activities, some
projects on which people are working
and brochures about different courses.
"Our display will be used to promote
people to come to Eastern for
geology," said Gale.
The club holds fund-raisers to pay
for field trips and other expenses of the
club. Gale said it wanted to have a
fund-raiser to donate to the Shari
Eldot fund but no concrete plans have
been made yet.
"We may use the money we made

from the car wash or set up a table at
Spring Fling," said Gale.
The club held a car wash Saturday
as one of its fund-raisers for the year
She said the members may plan
another one at their next meeting.
The club will definitely have a table
at Spring Fling, but Gale said she
wasn't sure what the proceeds will be
used for.
According to Gale, the club has
informal rock and mineral collecting
trips where members can go out and
collect whatever minerals and ocks
they like.
"Usually, when we go out. we do it
for individual collection. What we may
do is get some minerals to sell iX
Spring Fling for the Shari Eldot fund."

Photo by Scan Elkini

said Gale.
Although the club is involved in'
many activities, Gale said it is "on a
campaign to get more people
involved."
She said the club is "trying new
ideas in the hopes that something good
will come out of it."
For the first time, the club will
sponsor an interdepartmental newsletter to inform people about the club and
its activities.
In addition. Gale said she would like
to see the club charge no dues and just
hold fund-raisers to make the money
the club needs.
"We want anyone interested in
geology to be able to join," she said.

For those interested in security and
loss prevention, there is a club that
deals entirely with this topic.
The Association of Security and
Loss Prevention (ASLP) is a careeroriented club that tries to bring
various speakers to talk to the
students. It also offers employment
information for the students.
"It is mostly a career development
and planning group," said Dr. Bill
Tillett, adviser for the club and
chairman of the university's Department of Security. "We are still a young
club, but I think that we have done a
lot since we've been founded."
The club was founded in December
1982, and since then, has increased its
membership and the opportunities for
its members, according to Tillett.
Last semester, the club had several
guest speakers whose purpose was to
introduce the students to different
aspects of the profession.
"We try to get speakers that are
involved with the profession." said
Tillett.
Such speakers included: Stan
Walters, director of security of Central
Bank of Lexington; Jim Brough of the
Bluegrass Field Airport; Bob Wade of
Kincaid Tylers: and Dr. William
Carfield, associate professor of
security at the university.
Speakers attending the meetings
discuss the profession and how it
relates to the students. They also tell
how they got their jobs, their viewpoints on the jobs and give
background information on their jobs.
In order to have a career in security,
one must have a bachelor's of science
degree in security and loss prevention.
Some of the careers that can be

obtained with this degree are working
in the security department of banks,
hospitals and hotels.
Presently, the club is trying to get
together with the university's Safety
Club to plan a field trip to the Ashland
Oil Refinery to see how security works
at that industry.
"The basic function of the club is to
associate the students with the profession of security," said Joe Quigley.
president of the club.
The club is also involved in
fund-raisers.
Last semester, the club's fund-raiser
was raffling off tickets for a frozen
turkey.
The fund-raiser for this semester is
working with Carfield to develop a
logo for his cooperative education program. Besides the practical experience,
members are also being paid for their
efforts.
One doesn't have to be a security
administration major or minor to join
the club: however, all 20 meml>ers this
semester have a major or a minor in
security.
"Right now. we are trying to enroll
more students into the club, which is
a success." said Quigley.
"I would like to see more members
and more people interested in the
club." said Susan Raper. secretary of
the club.
Dues for the club are $3 u semester.
The meetings, which are held every second and fourth Monday of the month
in Room 332 of the Stratton Building,
are open and attendance is encouraged by the club's members.
"Most of the time the meetings just
deal with our business, but on the
night of the speakers, we welcome
students to join our meetings." said
Raper.

Honorary strives to be more than service organization
By Deborah Patterson

Staff writer
Some groups may not be satisfied
being described aa just a service
organization or an honor society and
Kappa Mn Epsilon is one such
organization.
Officially, Kappa Mu Epsilon is a
matMnatKB hoftor soefoty for'
students taking mathematics courses,
but according to Karen Applegate,
president of the club, the chapter
strives to be a little more than that.
"Nationally, we're described as an
organization designed 'to develop an
appreciation of math,' but I'm not as
extremely formal What I see Kappa
Mu Epsilon as is an organization to
get people in the department together
as a kind of information fraternity. For
instance, if someone is wondering

which teacher to take for a class or if
they want to find out about career
opportunities in math, we can answer
those questions at meetings," said
Applegate.
For membership nationally in
Kappa Mu Epiilon, a student is required to be a second-semester
sophomore, to have completed at least
three courses of math (one of which
must be calculus1 and to be in the
upper 35 percent of his class in overall
grade-point average.
However, the university's Kappa
Mu Epsilon chapter is a little less
stringent in saying who may or may
not participate in its meetings and
activities.
According to Applegate. anyone interested in math is welcome to attend
the chapter's functions.

"We have about 50 members who we
send our newsletter out to but not all
of those people are members of the
national society. We let anyone with
an interest in math participate because
we want to let freshman and
sophomores, who can't be national
members yet, get involved," said
Applegate.
To "get involved" in Kappa Mu
Epsilon could mean anything from
tutoring students in the math lab at
night to attending a picnic complete
with hamburgers and a Softball game.
Applegate said Kappa Mu Epsilon
tries to schedule speakers for at least
80 percent of its meetings.
One of the society's biggest projects
last year was holding the national
convention on campus in the Perkins
Building. Over 300 people from all

over the country attended the convention which included officer meetings,
lectures on careers in math, a square
dance, a dinner, a statistics game room
and the presentation of awards for
papers written or researched by
members of the honorary.
It was because of the convention
that- Applegate decided to. begin a
newsletter for the members of Kappa
Mu Epsilon.
"I felt we needed some better way
of communicating because there was
so much information that needed to go
out to so many different people who
were spread all over the place," said
Applegate.
A communication tool used
nationally by Kappa Mu Epsilon is the
"The Pentagon" magazine, which
comes out in May and December each

year. The magazine includes news
about chapters and their activities as
well as book reviews and mathematical
problems.
The next national convention to be
held next year in Texas and the university's chapter hopes to be able to send
some student delegates.
Another project of Kappa Mu
Kpsilon is to aid the Department of
Mathematics in putting on the annual
Math and Science Day for high school
students.
"Really we try to just be there
whenever the department needs us."
said Applegate.
Kappa Mu Epsilon was founded
nationally
in
1931.
It
has
approximately 100 chapters in 31
states with a total of over 10 (MM)
members.

Captain D's

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

SUNDAY SPECIAL
ALL YOU CAN EAT
COUNTRY STYLE FISH DINf

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
■J not the exception. The gold bar _
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.
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hushpuppies.
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seafood place

FISH & FRIES

in at——»i

POLKS
.ACADEMY

Captain D's

I CUP THIS COUPON I

HAIR ANDSKINCARE

(?a**/kci4 (?<MC**a4 12

Two fender fish fillets,
natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies.

J

Captain D's
a grcatllttlc seafood place.
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Arts/Entertainment
Counseling center uses tapes
to help students chose careers

Buell
changes
for role
By Andrea Crider
Arts editor
Every night since the beginning of
February. Tammy Buell has been
becoming a different person for a few
hours each night.
It's not a difficult change nor is it
hard for her to be herself again after
the transformation has occurred. But
she does change.
Buell, an undeclared freshman from
M iddlesboro. has the lead in the
theatre departments next production.
George Bernard Shaw's You Never
Can Tell.
Although she had to struggle
through an audition, it wasn't difficult
for Buell to capture the lead in the
university production.
"I had been in two plays in high
school and one at Tennessee Temple
University, where I transfered from.
Other than that. I haven't done any
theatre.'' she said.
And she almost didn't do this
production because she almost didn't
make it to auditions.
"I was in a theatre class and the
instructor told us that we all could try
out for the play. So I thought, 'that
would be really fun.' " she said.
"Well. I tried to check out a script
but they were all gone. I thought 'I
haven't read that script or anything.'
so I asked to sit in on the afternoon
auditions." she said.
Buell said she sat in on the auditions
and took notes on the women's parts
and tried to learn the characters.
"I almost didn't go back that
evening and I was really surprised
when I got the part,'' she said.
The play is about a young woman.
Gloria, growing up at the turn of the
century, who has been fed a lot of ideas
that don't coincide with the ideas that
society thinks that she should have.
Gloria thinks one way but acts
another and that's how Buell sees
herself.
"I'm like my character in that
respect." she said. "She does things
that she really doesn't want to do if
she knows it wouldn't be right."
" I do that a lot, sometimes I 11 really
want to do something but I just
pretend like I don't, if I don't think it
would be right," she said.
But. according to Buell. that's about

By BobHerroa
Staff writer
For many students, choosing a
career can sometimes be ""Siting
In order to help students sort out
their many career opportunities and to
help them decide the courses they
should take to meet their professional
goals, the university is helping with
"Inside Careers."
"Inside Careers" is a television
series, which is produced by the
counseling center in conjunction with
the Division of Television and Radio,
takes the student into the realities of
the
different
professions.
According to Dr. Jen Walker, assistant director of the university's
counseling center, students said the
career counseling seminar class (GSC
199) would be better if speakers came
and lectured to them.
Walker said this idea of the guest
speakers was impractical because
there were just 12 people in each class,
and maybe only one person would be
interested in a speaker in a specific
profession.
Photo by Rex Bogfi

Buell plays Gloria in 'You Never Can Tell'
the only similarity between herself and
the character. And that's why she said
it was hard for her to become Gloria.
"At the beginning of the play. Gloria
is real cold." said Buell. "She has been
filled with the ideas of her mother, the
kind of ideas, like equal rights, that at
the turn of the century, women just
didn't have."
Buell said Gloria doesn't feel like she
is old enough to be respected for her
ideas, but she is still young enough
that she can be brainwashed with
them.
"This confuses her because she
wants to act like her mother wants her
to. but is young and still feels the need
to be silly and she feels a constant
struggle." she said.
Gloria's love interest in the play is
a young dentist named Valentine, who
is played by Rich Benson.
"Valentine plays Gloria the whole
time during to play and really gets her
confused but changes her." she said.
Gloria is the character that makes
a big change as the play runs its
course, according to Buell.
"She becomes passionate and
emotional, everything that'a she's not

TRY
JIM'S PAWN SHOP
PAWN BY SALE
,*•*
***

According to Walker, previously
whenever students or teachers want to
see or show a particular video, they
had to arrange with the Division of
Televison and Radio to schedule it on
the university's cable system.
Now the 15 to 20 minute videotapes
are available to the general public on
Channel 6.
The four or five people scheduled to
be interviewed on the shows are
suggested by the chairman of the
department that the profession is
taught in.
And some of those interviewed are
university graduates, said Walker.
One of the tapes that has been
completed is the tape on a career in
nursing.

Katherine Brady, a child victim
of incest and rape, will be at Brock
Auditorium at 8 p.m. tonight, to
discuss her tramatic experiences.
Brady, who live out her
childhood, in constant fear of incest
and rape, decided to write about her
experience in an autobiography tided Fathers Days: A True Story of
Incest.
In her book, Brady probes the
problem of child abuse using both
personal experiences and statistics.
The Katherine Brady Foundation, a non-profit organization, was
established by Brady to serve the
needs of victims of incest and child
abuse.

According to Walker, members of
the Division of Television and Radio
traveled to Pattie A. Clay Hospital in
Richmond, hospitals in Lexington and
the Madison County Health Department and interviewed the nursing
staff.
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accepting applications and scheduling appointments
for campus interviews.

SCVhtS

MARTHA SCOTT

PAM RILEY

CAROLYN HALL

LINDA MIZE

•We are offering the opportunity to be selected as a member of our
buyer training program as an undergraduate. Related retail
experience is helpful but not essential.
Interested individuals are encouraged to contact
their Career Placement Office for a campus
interview on:
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Artley's has an excellent selection
of junior and misses fashions in the
latest styles and colors at everyday
low prices!
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FVtNING APPOlrsiTMENTS AVAILABLE
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Swimwear - $9.99 to $19.99
Knit-tops & Shorts - $4.99 to $12.99
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Just What You're Looking For In
Spring and Summer Fashions"

PHYLIS MILLION

•Lexington McAlpin's, an affiliate of Mercantile Stores Company, Inc.
(N.Y.), is looking for energetic. people-oftenled. self-motivated
achievers to progress into our iTMnagern/nt training program.
•Lexington McAlpin's is seeking sophomores, juniors, and seniors to
work part-time in order to learn the basic skills of our retailing
philosophy.

The play will be staged at 7:30
p.m. April 11-14. in Gifford
Theatre.
More information and tickets can
be obtained by calling 622-1323.

Flowers
for any occasion!
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One of Central Kentucky's leading businesses is

Reservations can be made for the
theatre department's next production. You Never Can Tell.
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1417W. Moin. Richmond "Next to Gotewoy"

MANAGEMENT

Being one of the most soughtafter speakers on the college circuit,
Brady has one message for incest
victims.
"You are not alone and you are
not to blame."

SPECIAL
Sweetheart roses
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GUITARS

Ricks said that the law enforcement
department used the video during its
career day and the Lexington police
department played it continuously in
its booth.
Walker said the completed
videotapes are nursing, police
administration, interior design and
wildlife management.
According to Walker, the video
tapes that are being worked on ere
accounting, broadcasting and social
work. And a tapes giving advice on
bow to choose a career is also being
planned.
For information on how to set up a
viewing of one of the tapes, call
videotape scheduling at 622-1666.

FORGET ME NOT FLOWERS

°Vstal Kitchen

s

the police administration video.
"If • person was to sit down and
watch the video he would get and idea
of the problems that police officers
have," tie said.

Campus happenings

NOW OPEN

Serving Sr »■>♦—»
All Day-

NEED MONEY?

«!•<

in the beginning." she said.
"In the beginning. Valentine trys to
kiss her and by the end she kissing
Valentine."
This stage kiss lead to an awkward
moment for Buell.
"I didn't think that we were really
suppose to kiss. During the first few
weeks of practice, we just kinda
skipped over it and I really never
thought about it," she said.
"So when we had to kiss for the first
time. I was embarrassed.
Despite this embarrassing moment,
Buell said she loves acting.
"I love being in the play." she said.
"It's given me something to do with
my nights. Even though it can be
exhasting and I complain about
rehearsals being so long, it's really
worth it."
But even though she loves being in
the play and acting, she doesn't think
that she wants to act as a career.
"It's just not stable enough for me,"
she said. "I'll probably act in
community theatres in later years but
I want to do something I can count on.
"Right now, I'm just having fun."
she said.

"There were too many careers to
have a representative from each one to
talk to the class; so instead, we settled for the idea of videotaping interviews and showing them via the
university's cable system," said
Walker.

''We tried to be aa comprehendve as
we could," said Walker. "And we tried
to get at least one faculty member at
Eastern to talk about how they view
the occupation."
Walker •aid each video tries to
express different ideas about each
career, such as common misconceptions about the occupation, advantages and disadvantages, advice to
people considering the career, the
possibility of advancement, salaries
and the job market.
University
graduate
Mindy
Shannon, who anchors the evening
news program on Channel 18. WLEX
in Idnington. appears on the broadcasting career tape.
"I suspect that it would help
students considering a career in broadcasting to listen to someone already in
the industry," said saaaaaWsl
Dr. Truett A. Ricks, dean of the College of Law Enforcement, appears in
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Entertainment

TIM art part

Weekend
of events
attended
By Lisa Front
News editor
The University Center Board, the
organization heralded for doing
nothing to entertain the students, held
its Spring Weekend, two days filled
with entertaining activities. The only
problem was that the students didn't
participate.
On Friday, students had the
opportunity to dance the night away
at a* Beach Party dance held in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom. Spring Break
Florida goers could have won cash
prizes for their tans and for dressing
up as tacky tourists.
But only 23 students showed up at
this free event, which had to be
canceled before it was scheduled to
conclude.
It was obvious UCB members put
work into planning the event, including arranging for a sound system
and decorating the ballroom to
simulate a beach.
Saturday's events were much better
attended by students, but still must
have been slightly disappointing to its
promotors.
The great weather Saturday was
probably the reason more people ventured out to the Ravine to listen to the
bands performing there.
Although two of the bands were
unable to play because of difficulties.
from 11:30 am. to 4:30 p.m. students
could sit or sunbathe and listen to the
sounds of Touch of Grass, bluegrass
music: Sean Lawson, acoustic rock:
and Starving Artists, folk and light
rock music.
The sound and performances could
not have been a disappointment to any
audience. The variety of music and

That's
entertainment
Andrea Cridcr

Projreu ftte photo

Students watch a band In the Ravine
i

Review
styles were appealing as well as the
quality of the performance All the
performers seemed to be enjoying
themselves and all gave lively
concerts.
The only problem came when Freeze,
a jazz and soul band, was unable to
perform due to technical problems.
Touch of Grass was forced to play
longer than expected but entertained
the students by taking requests for

songs and guest singers from the
audience.
The most widely attended event wai"
the spring fashion show held Saturday
night. Approximately 300 people were
present for the free event co-sponsored
by UCB and the Textile. Clothing and
Fashion 239 class.
Best Bets for Spring featured spring
clothing for men and women from
Lexington and Richmond stores.
Twenty-eight models danced to top 40
hits while they showed off the new
styles in the show carrying a spring

horse racing theme.
The show provided students with a
variety of spring fashions that would
suit any taste or situation.
Nancy Oeswein. one of UCB's
Spring Weekend coordinators, said she
felt the weekend was successful.
"I was disappointed with the dance.
But I felt we had good turnout at the
concert and fashion show." she said.
Despite the low turnout, students no
longer have a right to complain that
there is nothing entertaining for them
to do on campus on weekends.

I am so sick of people saying that
there's nothing to do on this campus.
Since becoming arts editor for the
campus newspaper, I have discovered
that not only is there something to do.
but that campus provides some pretty
good entertainment.
Not only have I been informed about
the events, but I have been informing
the campus community through the
paper.
Along With the weekly FYI. the
sponsoring organizations inform the
college community of upcoming events
through posters and announcements.
And then when eating dinner in the
Powell Cafeteria, I hear students say
that there's nothing to do on campus,
it makes me lose my appetite.
I know. I used to say the same thing
myself. But this was before I took the
time to go to a couple of programs and
give campus entertainment a chance.
I was pleasantly surprised.
The Giles Gallery always has an art
show on exhibit and. if you go on the
opening night of a show, you can talk
to the artist and as them to interpret
their work.
I have been to four art shows and
found each one of them to be very
interesting. All of the artists were
willing to talk and very enthusiastic
about their their work.
I even learned a few things about art
in the process and didn't have to pay
any tuition.
The music department has a recital
at least once a week, and if you don't
like any of the music on the schedule
for the whole semester, you just plain
don't like music.
There are also the University
Singers, the Gospel Ensemble, the
Show Choir and several other musical

Director of 'Happy Days 'series to lecture Monday
By Andrea Crider
Arts editor
Film and television producer and
director Jerry Paris will be speaking
at 8 p.m. Monday, April 2, at Brock
Auditorium on "Comedy is a Funny
Business."
And Paris should know.
He has directed over 200 episodes of
the television series Happy Days and
directed the spinoff pilot of Laveme
and Shirley, both popular situation
comedies on ABC.
He has also directed the pilots of the

,e>£•

television series That Girl, The
Partridge Family, Love American
Style and the Odd Couple.
Although Paris has been working in
the comedy business since he was 12
years old. he hasn't always been a
director.
After graduating from high school
and leaving the service, Paris attended
Actors Studio in New York City with
classmates
Marlon
Brando,
Montgomery Cliff.-Marilyn Monroe
and Anthony Quinn.
"There was a pretty good bunch of
talent in that class." he said.

Then Paris was helped out by a
producer named Stanley Kramer.
"He put me in a picture with Jose
Ferrer called Cyrano de Bergerac." he
said.
"From there I did The Wild Ones
with Marlon Brando and several other
pictures," he said.
Paris did about 60 pictures and then
went to television where he starred in
The Untouchables.
"Then I left that to do a very important show that we didn't know was
going to be successful. I was call to he
the next door neighbor on The Dick

Van Dyke Show." he said.
Paris worked on the show for five
years playing Dick's neighbor. Jerry
the dentist, and in the second year of
the show was asked to direct an
episode.
"And 1 won .in Emmy for the show
and went on the direct 96 of the shows
and act in over 50." he said.
"Then 1 became a director." he said.
"Carl Reiner asked me to direct one
show and I loved it. I decided I didn't
want to act anymore. Now 1 had a
better painting to paint with more
colors.'

So Paris went to Walt Disney and
did a picture with Uick Van Dyke
titled Never a Dull Moment, which
was just the start of a long list of directing
credits
including
The
Grasshopper, Viva Max, How Sweet
It Is and the Star-Spangled Girl.
Paris's television directing started
with several made-for-television
movies done with Gary Marshall.
"One day. Marshall asked me to
come over and help him with Happy
Days and I directed the first one and
stayed for 11 years." he said.

groups that perform at different time*
during the year.
And what could be better than real
theatre?
The theatre department sponsored
three excellent productions this year
with one more to come. So far, I've
seen Broadway Knights. The Boom
Boom Boom, The Caretaker and the
next production You Never Can Tell.
Each play is in a different category
of theatre - musical, drama, theatre of
the absurd and comedy.
That's brings us to the University
Center Board (UCB). Although UCB
gets badmouthed a lot. it has done a
good job of programming this year.
Some people may disagree with me.
but unless they have been to at least
two of the UCB activities, they have
nothing to gripe about.
These people tend to sit back and
complain about things they know
absolutely nothing about.
UCB has provided several
entertaining
shows
featuring
Livingston Taylor, who played light
rock' n' roll: Keith Berger. a very funny mime: and James Lee Stanley, who
played folk rock.
Then it was UCB that brought the
Royal Winnipeg Canadian Ballet to
campus. And those of you who are still
waiting for UCB to bring a big name
to campus, missed on of the biggest
names in ballet.
Even people who don't enjoy ballet,
thought the performance was
excellent.
And I haven't even brought up the
lecture series yet. UCB will be
sponsoring two speakers next week
Kathreen Brady, who work a book on
child abuse and incest, and Jerry
Paris, the director of the television
series Happy Days.
UCB also brings talent to the Powet
Grill every Wednesday night witr
Talent Showcase - a two-hour perfor
mance by students that, although nol
professional, is quite entertaining.
Spring Weekend, a two-day group ol
activities that was held this weekend
was also sponsored by UCB.
Although attendance at the Beach
Party was bad, student participation
at the concerts in the ravine and
fashion show Saturday was quite nice
- for a change.
So. the next time you say that
there's nothing to do. there is always
something to do - you just have to be
willing to give the programs a chance.
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Sports

Tennis team nets
five outdoor wins
By Alu WhlU
Staff writer
A fter mixed results during iu indoor
season, the university's man's tennis
team moved outdoors with a busy
schedule.
. The Netters opened with Akron
University, s fellow Ohio Valley Conference foe. and lost 6-3.
In singles play:
Francois Poirier (Akron) defeated Todd
Clements 7-6. 7 5;
Todd Wise <EKU> defeated Sanaeen Kaira
6-2. 6-3;
Chris Brown (EKU) defeated Martin
Junor 6-2. 6-4;
Upcco Cono(Akron) defeated Brian Mar
cum 6-4. 6-3;
Aaron Mulrooney (Akron) defeated Chris
Smith 6-3. 6-3:
Rob l.undegard (EKU) defeated BUI
Kohut 7-6. 6-3.
In doubles play, the Netters came up
empty-handed against Akron. The
results were:
PoirierCono (Akron) defeated ClementsWise 6-4. 6-3;
Kalra Kohut (Akron) defeated BrownMarram 6-4. 6-4:
Junor-Mulrooney defeated SmithLundegarde 6-4. 6-4.
In same day action, the Netters
bounced back to whip Tennessee Tech
9-0.
The Netters collected the following
singles victories:
Clementa defeated Tim Amett 6-1.6-1:
Wise defeated Manfred Wendland 6-2.
6-3;
Brown defeated David Blackburn 6-2.6-2;

Marram defeated Kevin Swank 6-2. 6-1.
Snvth defeated Joey Froedfte 6-1. 6-0:
Kevin I.indley defeated Ales Case 6-4.
7-.S.
The Netters also breezed through
the following doubles matches:
Wise-Clements defeated Case-Amett 6-3.
7-6;
Brown Marcum defeated Wendland and
Blackburn 6-1.6-1:
Smith l.undegard defeated Fredge-Swank
64), 6-0.
The Netters' next opponent was
Youngstown State and the result was
almost identical of the Tennessee Tech
match as they won 8-1.
In singles play:
Clements defeated Paul Lieber 6-2. 6-1:
Wise defeated Rick Beachy 6-4. 6-3:

Brown defeated Brett Carnahan 6-4.6-4:
Marram defeated Al Redmond 6-3. 2-6.
6-3:
Smith defeated Scott KringeU 6-4, 6-0:

Wise ties record
for victory total

can't take anything away from the
way they played. They played very
wall," said Coach Tom Higgins
Last Wednesday, the Netters hosted
Centre College indoors at the Greg
Adams Building because of inclement
weather.
The Netters pulled a perfect match
over Centre JH).
In singles play:
Clements defeated Rob Urbach 4-6. 6-2.
7-5;
Wiae defeated Joe Stevens 6-4, 6-2;
Brown defeated Bobby Duane 7-6. 6-3;
Marcum defeated Jim Seabury 6-2, 7-6;
Smith defeated Todd Carran 6-0. 6-1:
l.undegard beat Jimmy Daniel 6-3. 6-2.
In doubles play:
Clements Wiae defeated Urbach-Stevena
6-4. 4-6. 6-4,
Brown-Marcum defeated Seaburg-Daniel
6-4. 6-3:
l.undegard SmrtitwViefeated Overbey
HerUel 6-2. 6-3.
Last weekend the Netters traveled
to Morgantown. W.Va., and won two
of the three matches.
In the first match, the Netters came
out on top against Bloomsburg State
5-4.
In singles play:
Clements defeated Tun Mitchell 7-5, 6-2;
Wise defeated Rob Lario 6-3. 6-3;
Mike Penny defeated Brown 6-2. 6-2:
Scott Grebe defeated Marcum 6-3. 6-2:
Smith defeated Scott Gibbe 7-6. 6-2;
Jere Bird defeated l.undegard 4-6. 6-2.
6-3.
/*•
The results in doubles were:
Wise-Clements defeated GibbeGrebe 6-3.
6-4;
Mitchell-Bird defeated Brown-Marcum
6-1. 7-5:

Smith-Lundegard defeated Lario-Mike
Augustine 7-6. 6-4.
However, the Netters met their
match against West Virginia
University.
In singles:
Pete Perrota defeated Clements 6-4.6-3:
Wise defeated Joe Chambers 6-1. 6-0;
John Moore defeated Brown 6-2. 6-2;
Rob Sheets defeated Marcum 6-1. 6-1:
John Prokity defeated Smith 44). 6-3.6-2:
John Neilson defeated Lundegard 6-1.6-4;
In doubles, things didn't go much
better for the Colonels. The results
were:
Chambers Moore defeated Clements and
Wise 6-7. 6-4. 7-5;

Photo by Rex Bofgs

Todd Clements practices his forehand
Perrota-Prokity defeated Brown-Marcum
6-3. 6-2;
Sheets-Ball defeated Smith-Lundegard
6-4.6-3.
On Sunday, the Netters easily
defeated Fairmont State 9-0.
"We won three out of four for the

week and that's not an everyday
happening," said Higgins.
"We're hopefully coming along and
peaking a little bit before conference
play. The rest of our matches are
outdoors and they are all OVC." added the Netters coach.

By Angela McCord
Suff writer
Many athletes need to be constantly
pushed and motivated to pat form at
their peak and it is rare to Find one who
inspires himself and team members ss
well.
Todd Wise, however, is one of these
rare athlete*.
The ability of the co-captain of this
year's tennis team has made his mark
on both his coach and his teammates.
"He goes out and gives his beat and
that makes the other players go out
and give thiar bast, too." said Todd
Clements, the team's top-rated player
and doubles partner of Wise.
Wise is one of three players returning to Coach Tom Higgins' team this
spring and is rated second following
challenge matches held among team
members last fall and this winter.
"His serve is about 120 mph - a fast
average is about 96 mph." said
Clements.
"His backhand and forehand are
instructionally correct." said Higgins.
"He's as good as he wants to be."
With his win over West Virginia last
week. Wise has tied a school record for
most victories in a season with 10.
For Wise, tennis has been a long and
a valuable sport.
"I'm trying to get him to come to
the conference matches." said Wise, of
his father who started him playing
tennis at the age of six. "He has never
seen me play here at Eastern."
Wise was undefeated in high school
competition but he added. "There really wasn't much competition, so it
wasn't that big a deal."
Because of a Maryland high school
regulation. Wise's participation in
many city and state tournaments
made him ineligible for high school
play.
However, after the state reversed its
decision. Wise returned, to high school
action and finishedjpburth in the state
of Maryland and won his division during his junior year in high school.
He decided to attend the university
because of David Ghanayem. a friend
of his who attended the Richmond
campus.

lAindegard defeated Jon Meola 6-0. 6-2.
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Ghanayem was a four-year performer for the tennis team before
graduating last spring.
Even during the summer months,
tennis plays s big part in Wise's life.
Last summer, he tsught tennis st s
youth tennis camp.
"Some of the kids were French and
Argentinean." said Wise. "It was a
real challenge."
"My biggest challenge ever was
teaching someone thst was desf how
to play." said Wise. "She learned by
reading my lips."
Aside from the tennis, the senior
community health major from
Baltimore spends s lot of time concentrating on the books.
"I'm pretty busy. I don't hsve time
to practice as much as I would like to.
I only have 13 hours but my classes
meet everyday." said Wise.
This year's team is a fairly young
one with just three returning players.
"We're pretty young but we're pretty strong." said Wise. "We hsve s
pretty good team. I think we will be
competitive again this year (in the conference) too."

7

In doubles action:
Clements-Wise defeated Ijeber-Redmond
6-1. 6-2:
Beachy-Carnahan defeated BrownMarcum 6-4. 6-4;
Smith-I.undegard defeated KringetaMcC-ivern 6-2. 6-2.
"Against Akron we were 3-3 after
singles and then lost all the doubles.
I hope that's a rarity. Generally, the
doubles are the strongest part of our
game. They beat us on our turf and we

DONUT
BRAKE

Todd Wise
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Golfers
I to host
tourney

Rains fall, Colonels struggle
in pre-OVC baseball games

By David Smith
Staff writer

Three in a row.
That's what the men's golf team will
be gunning for this weekend when it
returns to Arlington to host the
annual Colonel Classic.
After a somewhat rocky spring thus
far, the Colonels will try to defend its
tournament title, which it has wontwo
years in a row.
The home surroundings may be just
what the team needs to shake itself
from two consecutive llth-place
finishes.
After opening the season in the
Palmetto Invitational, the team went
to Durham, N.C., last weekend to
compete in the Iron Duke Classic.
Out of 24 teams, the Colonels placed
11th.
Wake Forest captured team honors
with a score a 864 while the Colonels
checked in with a 90S.
Although the team score didn't
indicate it, several individual
performers had fairly high finishes.
Russ Barger, a sophomore from Oak
Ridge, Tenn., led the Colonels with
rounds of 69, 73 and 78, which was
good enough for a 220 total and a 17th
place finish.
Senior Kelly Finney also turned in
a solid performance. He had scored of
72.75 and 75 for a 222 total and a 24th
place finish.
Other Colonel golfers were: Tim
Duignan, who had a 228; Barry
Werhman, who finished with a 235;
and Tom Shelton. who carted home a
248.
"Overall, we played much better golf
than at Palmetto. But some of our
problems we have are we're lacking
depth and don't have a consistent
fourth, fifth or sixth man," said Coach
1/ew Smither.
The newly-named coach said he is
looking forward to this weekend's
tournament He said he is confident

. •£»

Phoio by Rex Botp

Russ Barger practices at Arlington
his team will once again walk away
with the title.
The University of Kentucky, the
University of Louisville, Morehead
State University, Eastern Michigan
University, James Madison, Middle

Tennessee State University and the
University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
will compete against the maroon and
white squads fielded by the university.
The public is invited to watch the
action that begins Friday.

By Thomaa Barr
Editor
With all the talk of what major
league teams are going to move in all
the domed, indoor stadiums there are
available, Coach Jim Ward would
probably like to move his baseball
•quad into one of them.
Through 22 scheduled games this
spring, inclement weather has forced
eight cancellations.
Ward said the postponed games
hurt the emotional state and the
physical conditioning of the players.
"Our indoor hitting net has been
helpful and it haa been a big asset for
us," said Ward. "We have confidence
we have a good team but we need to
play some to prove it."
During the last week, the Colonels
were able to play just a doubleheader
Saturday against the University of
Cincinnati due to the weather.
In the opener, the Colonels blew a
four-run lead before losing in extra
innings by a 11-10 score.
Doug Losey was sailing along with
a 10-6 lead in the seventh and final
inning before disaster struck.
The homestanding Bearcats scored
four runs in the seventh inning and
another in the eighth inning off Losey,
Sam Hoi brook and Tim Redmond.
"The only bad thing was that we
couldn't protect the lead," said Ward.
"We got ahead 10-6 in the seventh and
we couldn't protect the four-run lead."
The Colonel bats came alive for 12
hits.
Tim Hofstetter and David Butcher
each collected three hits and Dennis
Quigley added a double and a home
run.
Also, the team stole six bases in
seven attempts for a season high in
that category.
In the second game, darkness
invaded the Cincinnati field and the
game was called at the end of five
innings with the visitors winning 4-1.
Brad Evans won his third game in
as many decisions with the three-hit
performance.
"He's established himself as our
most efficient pitcher at this point,"
said Ward of his freshman hurler.

Track team to host Tom Samuels classic
Progress staff report
The Tom Samuels track will be a
busy place in the next five days.
On Saturday, the university's men's
track team will host a tri-meet with the
University of Cincinnati and Marshall

University.
"Cincinnati has its best team ever."
said Coach Rick Erdmann. "They have
excellent people in every position."
On Tuesday, the track will be the
site of the Tom Samuels Invitational

at 6 p.m.
Erdmann said the men's meet is an
all-comers event where any team or
runner is welcome to participate.
"There should be a lot of local
teams." said Erdmann. "But it is

22* s.
trkain.il P

always a good meet."
•• *
The women'a team will open its outdoor season this weekend with the
Austin Peay Invitational in
Cookesville. Tenn.

Rocky Pangallo had • two-run
homer in the fourth inning to provide
all the runs Evans needed.
"We were disappointed we didn't
get out of there with a sweep," said
Ward.
The Colonels are scheduled to play

at 1 p.m. today in a doubleheader with
Marshall University.
Xavier University is scheduled to
take on the Colonels Sunday in a
doubleheader at Turkey Hughes Field
before heading into its Ohio Valley
Conference season next week.

Lady Netters beaten
against Illinois teams
By Sherry Kaffenbarger
Staff writer

The university women's tennis team
found some tough competition Friday,
March 23, as it was defeated in a dual
match against Southern Illinois
University and Northern Illinois
University.
The match was held at Southern
Illinois University inCarbondale. 111.,
where the university team lost the first
match to NIU by a final score of 6-3.
Another loss was handed to the
Lady Netters by the SIU squad with
an 8-1 final score.
"I felt that Chris Halbauer played
the most solid match that she's played
in a while," said Sandy Martin.
women's tennis coach. "I mean solid
in terms of her strokes."
Halbauer defeated both of her
opponents in the singles competition,
but suffered two losses in doubles
play.
The top-seeded Halbauer defeated
SIU's Alexandria Molinari by a score
of 6-2. 6-4. Then, against NIU.
Halbauer defeated Jackie RoUaert 7-6.
6-0.
Claudia Porris, the second-seeded
Lady Netter, collected a victory over
NIU's Gail Wronski 7-5, 6-4.
The number three player, Susan
Wilson, was defeated by Lisa
Peradotti of NIU 6-1. 7-5.
Jeannie Waldron was beaten by Kris
Hubbard 3-6, 6-2. 6-3.
In the doubles -competition. NIU
defeated the university's duos in all
three matches.
The top team of Halbauer and
Spangenberg lost to the NIU team of

Rotsaert and Wronski in three sets
4-6. 7-5. 6-2.
The second-seeded team, comprised
of Porras and Waldron. lost to the
NIU team of Peradotti and Hubbard
in straight sets 6-1, 6-3.
Hesselbrock and Wilson lost to
Mary Ellis and Tallat kelpsa 6-2. 6-3.
In the second match of the day.
Halbauer won the opening matchup
but Porras lost to Heide Eastman 7-6.
6-3.
Wilson lost to Mary Pat Kramer in
two sets 6-3. 6-2.
Spangenberg suffered a loss to
Maureen Harney 6-1. 6'2.
Hesselbrock lost to Stacy Sherman
in three sets 6-4, 2-6. 6-3 and Waldron
was defeated by Amanda Allen 6-2.
6-1.
The doubles competition again
proved to be three straight defeats for
the university team as number-one duo
of Halbauer and Spangenberg lost to
Molinari and Eastman 7-5. 6-2.
The second'seeded team of Porras
and Waldron was defeated by Harney
and Sherman in three sets 1 -6.6-3.6-1.
Hesselbrock and Beckie Mark lost
their doubles match to Kramer and
Allen 6-2. 6-1.
Martin said she feels the team is still
slow and it needs to improve its
consistency.
The Lady Netters head back into
action today when they host the
-University of Tennessee at 3 p.m. on
the Martin Hall courts.
On Saturday, Eastern Michigan
visits the campus at 10 a.m. and
Akron University visits at 3 p.m.
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Diplomat
discusses
family
planning

Program designed
to give assistance
By John Gross
Staff writer
Through the cooperation of the
American Red Cross and U.S. Con
pa— Larry Hopkins, elderly and
disabled reeidenta of Madison County
may live a safer life.
The Carrier Alert program will help
notify county officials when reeidenta
need some land of assistance.
In the Carrier Alert program, the
elderly and disabled residents are
watched by mailmen If a resident
doesn't pick up his mail for several
days, the postman notifies the sheriff s
department, who then investigates to
see if there is a problem.
Jerry Owens, the postmaster in
Richmond, said the program has
already proven successful in Louisville
and in other areas.
"Over a number of years, I've seen
it save quite a few lives," said Owens.
Owens said be feels the program will
be a great success, an addition not
only to Madison County but to the entire nation.
"It has been very, very successful,"
said Owens.
According to a Hopkins' side, the
program has not been fully
implemented in Madison County yet.
' It is still in the conceptual stages,
we can't forecast whan it will be fully
implemented," said Hopkins' aide.
Hopkins beard about the program,
which had originated over 10 years ago
by the Letter Carriers Association,

(Continued from Page 1)
Green's contention is that the
rhythm method is not accurate enough
to prevent over population.
According to Green, the rhythm
method is unsuccessful for birth
control 40 percent of the time and that
eventually leads to many unwanted
childbirths.
"So having the means available for
people to determine and achieve their
desired family size and avoid keeping
unwanted children is very important."
said Green.
According to Green, infanticide is
another way third world countries
control their population.
"What happens, and it happened in
Indonesia when I was ambassador
there, is when you have a famine the
father gets first priority of the food,
and then the son geU priority and then
the wife and then the daughter." said
Green. "So the daughter gets
neglected. That means that the
victims of starvation or malnutrition
so often are young girls.
"Now that is what we call mass
infanticide. I don't mean that they
take and throw children over a cliff.
Whul 1 m saying is that they neglect
them.'' added Green.
According to Green, students can
help third world countries by writing
letters to congressmen or senators
making them aware of our concern.
Green added that students could
also contribute in the form of
volunteer work and monetary
contributions.
However. Green feels his role in
helpinjj battle over population is to tell
it like it is in the most direct terms.
"We do not want to get so nice
Nellie about these issues that we
i efiwte to face up to them." said Green.
During the Victorian period people
wouldn't dream of talking the way we
do now. Now people are beginning to
l»e forthright about it and that's very
helpful.
Inhibitions are breaking down and
of course the recognition and the need
for action is getting stronger all the
time. And that is encouraging," added
i ireen
Green was formerly an American '
Ambassador to several foreign
<<>ui«u»iiiand a 35 year veteran to the
I S State Department.
Green is currently continuing his
work as Director of the Population
Crisis Committee and as a consultant
;md board member to various third
world advisory committees.
\mbassador Green has received
numerous awards including the
Meritorious Service Award in 1959.
the National Civil Service League
Career Service Award in 1969 and in
!979 the State Departments highest
honor, the Distinguished Honor
Award.

Photos by Mark Campbell

Thrills of victory ...
Sixteen girl's basketball teams gathered in Alumni
Coliseum last week for the State High School
tournament, but only one could walk away victorious.
Kathy Spinks (left), a senior center for Belfry High
School, sat down on the floor and put her head in her
hands following her team's defeat in the championship

game. Penny Barrett (right), a senior guard from
Marshall County High School, cut down the net after
her team won the tournament by beating Belfry 55 53
This year marked Richmond's 10th year as the site of
the tournament. Next year the contest will held at
Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green.

Police beat
The following reports were made to the
Division of Public Safety last week.
March 16:
Jos* Herrandez of Brockton reported his
motorcycle had been stolen. Lt. Greg
Lemons, of the Division of Public Safety,
recovered the motorcycle and returned it to
the owner.
March 18:
Naacy Ward, dorm director of Martin
Hall, reported the smell of smoke on the
second floor of the dorm. The fire department responded and found it was a burned
out light ballast.
March 19:
Sarah Young of Brockton reported her
stereo, valued at S439. had been taken from
her apartment
Kelly Allen of Richmond and Eddie Jo
Williams of Brockton reported that money
had been taken from their purses, which
were in Room 245 of the Wallace Bulling.
Allen reported 825 missing and Williams
reported f 15 missing from the purses.
Karen Hofmann of Telford Hall reported
a portable radio was taken from her room.
The value of the radio was given at $70.
Keith Johnson, a staff member in 311
Campbell Building, reported a miter box
taken from the Campbell Building theater
shop. The box was valued at f 169.

University represented
at annual conference

An unknown person reported that
gasoline was leaking from a car on Kit
Carson Drive. The owner of the car was
Debbie Kerrick of Clay Hall. The fire
department responded and washed the gas
away.
Connie Thelea of Case Hall reported that
her purse, which she left on the concrete
wall between the Powell Building and the
bookstore, had been stolen. The value of the
purse was given at 836 and it contained 115
in cash and 845 in checks.
Randall Troutman of Commonwealth
Hall was arrested for the charge of public
intoxication.
March 20:
Sherry Chitwood of Richmond reported
that three hubcaps were taken off her car
while it was parked in the Model parking
lot. The value of the items is unknown.
Stanley Thomas of Keene Hall reported
someone had broken into his car while it
was parked in the Keene Hall lot and took
a stereo equalizer and five tapes, which were
valued at SI23.
Dorothy Kemper of Richmond reported
her purse had been taken in the Powell Grill.
The purse, which was later recovered, was
valued at 820 and reportedly contained S5
in cash
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Two teachers and six students from
the university recently attended the
annual meeting of the American
Society of Photogrammetry and the
American Congress of Surveying and
Mapping held in Washington, D.C.
William Adams, associate professor
of geography, and Dr. David Howes,
assistant professor of geography, were
the faculty representatives.
Howes presented a paper at the conference based on research conducted in
Nicaragua titled "Crop Phenology
Variance and the Accuracy of Landsat
Tropical
Savanna
Cropland
Inventories."
Brenda Rice, Kathy Addington.
David Riddle, Chris Salyer, Steve Pigg
and Mike Ricketts also attended the
meeting.
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William Cary of Keene Hall reported hivehicle waa broken into and stolen were a
stereo, equalizer booster, tool box and tools.
The total value of the items stolen was
given at 81.380.
Ronald Hiaim and of Keene Hall reported
an AM/FM radio was taken from his vehicle
while it was parked in the Keene parking
lot. The value waa given at 8300.
Karon Martin, dorm director of Clay Hall,
reported a strong unknown odor of
aniiHsliliia possibly burning in Clay Hall.
The fire department responded and could
find no sign of fire.
Greg Jenalag of Todd Hall reported s
U.S. Army uniform was stolen bom hia
room. Value of the uniform was unknown.
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March 22:
Anthony Regan and Jaffery Barton.
both of Keene Hall, were arrested for the
charge of public intoxication.
t
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arrested for the charge of driving under the
influence of intoxicants.
Tyler Scott of Commonwealth Hall waa
arrested for the charge of driving under the
influence of intoxicants.
Michael Doracy and Joe Featheratone.
both of O' Donnell Hall, were charged with
theft by unlawful taking.
Doug Brock of Keene Hall reported he
had been assaulted in the Alumni Coliseum
lot. Brock suffered a bruise and a small cut
on the left side of the head.
Grace Sebastian of Telford Hall reported
the theft of a purse and a textbook, valued
at f 33, from the Carter Building.
Penney Dawaon of Case Hall reported the
theft of four hubcaps from her car parked
on Crabbe Street.
Gail Webster, the wife of the Dupree Hall
dorm director, reported the smell of smoke
on the second floor of Dupree Hall The fire
department responded and found it was s
burned out light ballast.

March 21:
Wesley T. Cheaaer of Richmond was

\ght and Bre^

Personalized
Graduation
Announcements!

and sent out application forms with his
last newsletter.
According to Margie Hillard,
executive director of the American
Red Cross in Richmond, 12 people in
Richmond have already signed up for:
the program and she expects more.
"In l^rrngton, we already have at
least 150 people on file," said Hillard.
"Yes, I definitely am in favor of the
program, I feel it will catch on, but I
do think it will take some time," she
said.
The program will be directed by
Robert
Rangel,
whose
main
responsibility in coordinating the Carrier Alert plan is to find community
members who will sponsor the
program.
Owens, Hillard and Dr. Don Calitri,
a professor of health education at the'
university, are currently working with
Rangel on the program here in
Richmond.
To date, Hopkins office has
absorbed all costs of promotion and
distribution of the program including
printing fees and mailing rates;
however, Rangel said that any future
promotion would have to be the
responsibility of the sponsors.
"There should be virtually no public
relations cost involved; public service
announcements and newspapers spots
are all," said Rangel.
"The program is totally free to
anyone eligible, all we need from them
is some of their time to fill out the
necessary forms," said Calitri.
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In pour Winttrr (H3/84) issue
vou had an artitlc on the upComing movie It email (I'm always
aware not to prejudge, hut that
title struck me as a winner). At
any rate, ihc reason lor my letter
is article-writer Zan Stewart's
remark "bin there hasn't been a
film whit Ii at onte explores our
future and our riistanl past."
Now, I'll admit that 2001: A
Spate Odyuey must have been bevond many petiple. hut what
doei Mi Stewart think il was
about? It explores human intelligence and man's destiny. What
toukl draw history (pre-lmioi\
and vet-to-come) ekiser ttrgelher?
I'erhaps Kingo Starr in another
(.isemail role?
I might suggest the books
200/: A Space Odyuej, and its
BBQUd,20/O: Odyssey TUHI, U»th by
Arthur (!. (ilarke; and espet i.tllv
The Making of Kubrttk's 2001,
edited by Jerome Agel. and The
DrojfMU «»/ tiden by i^arl Sagan.

A reader
So address gnrn
I was taterCOtCfJ to reatl abtiut
The Lonely Gufi I'm one ol the
nine or ten |>eople m this country Who loved Pennies from
Heaven, and I'm glad Steve Martin is still trying to do something
beaidei Ihe Jerk. Don't get me
wrong. I liked The Jerk . . . but I
like / I.ove IMI\ reruns, ltN>. fccletiit taste and all that. 1 wish
him well — antl your magazine.
tt»t». I just wish it came OUI more

often,
Salh Johanwen
t'rhana, II.

THEIAST
Computer War
Across the Universe
BY

BYRON

LAURSEN

A movie -v< ripi is ■ recipe, a schedule
of ingredients and proportion*. If
ihe pages are going lo produce a
least, those ingredients have to be top
i hoice and then preparation must IK- cuelul. In the case of The Last Starfixhtri. the
chefl are so proud of their methodology
they won't tell a soul about the < lose details
of their cookery: Tkt LtUt Starfighter is the
mosi secretive production in Hollywood
since the last Star Wars installment, .11 least.
"The computer graphics for this him
have seven-and-a-half tunes giratri resolution than has been seen before," savs producer Gary AdcJson. "Some of the special
effects secpieiKes were actually shot belore
anv ot the live aciion photography was begun. There's a lull year ol work on the
Special el fee Is alone. That's aboul all I can
tell you."
Tm I a*i stni/mhtri is concocted hom an
imaginative leap outward. An arcade-type
OUtei space hlast-ihc-attacking-aliens game
becomei i training device foi the MreaT
thing — good, old-fashioned good-vs-evil
inlergalac tic warfare. Space armadas air
laid waste. Alien blood washes st.uship interiors like Red Mountain Buiguneh al a
lYatemit) bash. Creatures, wend to the
Nth degree, pitch high-lech tussles while
the fates of galaxies lunge oil the prec isioii
tuning of tasi-as-lighl. Itogglmglv destructive weapon Masts. !u short. nothing like
the |anc Austen novel you had to lead in
Sin \c\ of Kng. I.H.
Drawn into the snuggle, unaware and
even unwillinglv, is an T.arth boy from the
boondocks. In the gieal liadition ol epics
and mythology, he overcomes Ins reluctance and glows into the role of hero. Imliallv he's shaiigliiecl into heioism In a
ni.ign.il trickster, an intergalactii con man.
Then lie decides, on his own nuclei the
pu\s of battle, that lite is worthless unless
he chootes a path ol honor. The Story's
threads can IK* traced luck to all softs of
populat and classical works; those* who
have enjoyed sue h as Lard i<l far King*. Star
Wars, The Sirbrlungruheil and vaiious
Greek myths, not to mention American
comic books, will sense some deep
similarities in Jonathan Bctuefs sc icenplav.
That's the recipe, m compressed form,
The ingredients include a voting dircctOI
drawn from the ISC Whiz-Kids film
school background that has produced such

The lover* are Lance Guest and Catherine
Mary Stewart (top). That's Guest again
(above right) with a decidedly alien creature
(veteran actor Dan O'Herhky under the
scales). The futuristic vehicle (above left) is
Centauri's "car-space ship," Centauri being
Robert Preston.
as Steven Spielberg, John Carpcnici and
others fhej also include Bome*>promising
voung unknowns, ala War Games, and
Robert I'reston. who prep|H'd fen his role
as the intksin Centauri iluough years of
playing Iriciidh and deceptive tvpes —
Julie Andrews' manage 1/confidante in
Victor/Victoria In-uig the latest in a string
1l1.1t runs It.n k to Tin Musk Man.
"We wrote the part with Preston in
mind." savs produici A del son 'We were
extreme!! happv when he agreed lo do the
picture."
Lance Guest is the hero, Alex. In his
verv lust big screen role (he had a small
part in Halloween II). the peisonable newcomer gels 10 vaporise the forces of evil.
Not a bad start. His sweetheart, Maggie.
played bv Catherine Mar) Stewart, encourages Alex to use his talents so he can
go places. Hul Maggie never dreams thai
the places will In* whole si.u syftCflM awa\
from then rural irailet park. Both Guest
and Stewart have a fresh, touscl-haircel
I II r
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ap|M'.d thai audiences should easily idenlitv with. They're the ordinary people who
find themselves in extraordinary circumstances, through which they learn that
they're actually quite special people. Since
nearly all of us believe, no matter what our
surroundings, that we're secretly very spec ial. the roles should provoke a lot ol
cheering.
The director is someone moviegoers
have ni.iiiilv seen behind a mask. Nick Castle is the son ol Nick Castle, Sr., a wellknown him and television choreographer
An actor bv age eight, performing in Any
(Continuedon page III
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lodak film. It makes the grade.

FIRESTARTER
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ometimes ii lakes her half an hour lo
cry, sometimes. . ." Director Mark
[.ester's voice trails off hopefully.
Lester is huddled with producer Frank
Capra, Jr. in the forty-degree cold on the
set of Firestarter in Wilmington, North
Carolina. The subject of this confab is the
adorable (the word comes instinctively at
this point, as if it were her title) Drew Barrymore, who charmed the world in her
starring role in E.T. - The Kxtra-Trrrf\trml
Lester has had nothing but good things to
say about Drew, but tonight, as the production comes within a week or so of wrapping . . . well, no one wants any difficulties
to arise now.
Yet Drew's initial problem drawing tears
for what Lester describes as a "very emotional scene" puts her in very good company on this set. Nobody's doing much
weeping over this $15 million production.
which after more than two months of
shooting in a location virtually virgin to
filmmaking, is both within budget and
within four days of the original schedule.
In fact, spirits around here couldn't be
higher.
Based on the best-selling novel by
Stephen King (author of Came, The Shining and The Dead /one), Firestarter boasts
both an all-star cast and fire effects of a
scope and dimension that haven't been encountered since (General Sherman used the
South as a site for some epic incendiary
scenes during the Civil War. The script by
Stanley Mann (The Collector, Omen II) sticks
closely to King's riveting story of two college students who, to earn some extra
bucks, participate in a drug-related experiment secretly funded by the sinister Department of Scientific Intelligence, a
C.I.A.-like government agency referred to

'S

as "The Shop." In addition to the cash, the
students, played by David Keith Mn Officer
and A Oentleman) and Dynasty's Heather
Locklear, pick up extra-sensory powers
and some hot genes that enable Charlie
(Drew Barrymore). the daughter they
eventually produce, to torch ai will anyone
or anything that makes her angry. The
Shopkeepers see young Charlie as a prime
candidate for some further experiments,
and their efforts to capture and eventually
eliminate her and her father provide the
core of Fire barter's suspenseful action.
In addition to Barrymore, Keith and
Locklear, Firestarter features three
Academy Award-winners for Best Actor/
Actress: (icorge C. Scott. Art Carney and
Louise Fletcher. Scott plays John Rumbiid,
a deranged hrrmtan lor the Shop who
yearns to achieve a kind of spiritual union
with Charlie by bashing her brains in. Carney and Fletcher portray a trusting farm
couple who shelter Charlie and her father.
Andy, as they flee the Shop's murderous
pursuit. Martin Sheen, who recentlv por- Drew Barrymore (top right) hat the gift and
the curse of fire — one look from her, and
trayed John F. Kennedy in the NBC
miniseries Kennedy, appears as the Shop's flames envelop her unlucky victim (top left).
Her parents (David Keith and Heather
genial administrator.
Locklear, above), were themselves victims of
Director Mark lister is delighted with
secret government experiments, and now rethese casting coups. "We have people that
negade agents are after their "talented"
we never imagined would ever be in the
daughter.
movie, people like George Scott. Martin
Sheen and Art Carney." he points out ena combination guru and glamour-boy
thusiastically. "This became a much classier
project because we had this great talent in
wrestler. "And we've come up with some
it. The cast is beyond what I had expected
things that've never been done before.
when I started the him. Because it was so
Like the suit that the stunt people get into
expensive to do the effects, we thought
for their full body burns. We've actually
that we wouldn't be able to afford a large(in the suit down to about one quarter the
si/e that it normally is. When you see a full
cast. But everyone was so confident in the
script that they raised the budget and put
body burn in the movies, the suits are almore stars in."
ways v> big and bulky, it looks like the guy
This film's effects, however, will defin- is twelve times his normal si/e! For this
itely give the stars a run for their money. film, we got it down so that the suits are
Special effects for Firestarter were handled
approximately an eighth to a quarter of an
by Jeff Jarvis and Mike Wood, who have
inch thick. We've been able to achieve as
collaborated on such eye-stunners as Pol- much as a minute and forty seconds of
tergeist and Amityvitlf 3D. Firestarter'* de- burn time before we have to get the man
mands presented the two with a real chal- out.
lenge. "Mike and myself have tried to de"We've also developed face masks from
velop some new. interesting, and different
molds of the actors that we put over the
ways of burning people and burning
suit, so you can look thmyjfli the fire and
houses down," Jarvis reports with under- actually see some facial characteristics.
stated cool He is a large, broad man whose
And there are a number of gels that have
silvery gray hair and beard make him seem
been invented to help protect the stunt
THE
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An All-Star Cast Brings
Stephen King's Firestarter to Blazing Life
people, NO we tan burn |H*o|>lr with .1
minimum amount <>l firc-ici.irdant clothes
on. They can do ii wilh their open skin."
Glenn Randall, whose credits include
Star Wars, Raiders of the Lost Ark. and F. I., is
an intensely sort-spoken man whose mild
manner and blend-into-the-woodwork
looks lie he a familiarity wilh danger that
would make Mr. I shudder. Me is the man
who had to devise the movie's pyrotechnic
stunts as well as assemble a c rew capable ol
pasting these trials ol fire. "Normally setting (H-ople on lire is a Muni in itself,*1
Randall explains. "Hut we've been incorporating oilier stunts that involve not oiilv
the actual siunt. but the fire its well. We're

isbed Haiders II when lliey contacted me
lor the project, I read ihe strip! and
realized that WC did have some huge problems. And il was a challenge. I've been in
the business twenty-three years and have
seen almosi everything and done almost
everything. I'm always looking lor something new and different. Ihe creative as
|H'( I ot the business is what apjx'als to me
al ibis siage ol my career. We got some
ver\ unusual sbols lor ibis movie. We've
l»een able to come up wilh some things thai
have not been pm on lilm before, I'm well
pleased."
Firestarter, opening May II, was hlmed
entirely in North Carolina, with ihe hulk of

George C. Scott (above left). Art Carney and
Louise Fletcher (above, with Drew Barrymore), all Academy Award winners, star in
Firestarter. Director Mark Lester (far left)
and producer Frank Capra.Jr. (near left)
confer on location in North Carolina.

drawing people on tables, staging high
falls, catapult sbols. a lot ol various gags
thai are usually tricky enough without the
.Hlditinii.il problems of pulling people in
burn suits." This degree ol artistic challenge is a good pan of what drew Randall
to Firestarter in the first place: "I'd just hn-

the shooting taking plate on ihe 258year-old. 12.000-acrc Onon Plantation,
Producer Frank Capra, Jr., an unpretentious lord of the manor who wanders the set
with a glad hand and easy smile — and a
watchful eye — regards the spectacular
Orton site, which lies on an intercoastal
waterway and formerly was a rke plantation, as a real Imd. "Wc looked a long time
before we found this plate." he recalls.
We looked in Mexico, we looked in Rome,
we looked in Texas and in and around
Louisiana. When we finally found this
place, which was a combination of seeing a
picture of it on the cover of a maga/ine
Bjnd ti.uking it down through the Film
Commission of North Carolina, we came
here and said, 'This is perfect foi us!' "
A lull-si/e replica of ihe enormous plantation house and stables was eret led for
ihr production! and a |x>ud was dug into
(be grounds On this mghl of shooting, tin
gloomy, heavily forested plantation bore
blooding witness as the stables lit the night
I II F
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sky wilh torrents ol Hames and bit ■■balls
hurtled hundreds of feet across the set to
crash in thunderous explosion against ihe
mansion house.
No stranger to such violent cinematic
atmospheres, Mark Letter exudes an impressive calm amid the firestorm. I-ester,
an intense, distracted man wilh longish
Mac k hair swept back from his face and
perpetually darting eyes, made his rcputalion with such BCtion-packed extravaganzas
as Roller Rookie. Stunts and Clan of I9H4.
but 11 was the multidimensional cmality of
Stephen King's novel that made him decide that Firextarter, which was originally
conceived as a vehicle lor John Carpenter,
was the right project lor him. "I was given
Firestarter by (executive producer) Dino l)e
Laurentiis to read, and it was the first
Stephen King book I'd read." 1-esier slates.
"And I loved it. Ii works on so many differ
enl levels: as a greal love story, as a thriller,
as suspense, as a supernatural study. That's
whai attracted me. the look itself."
Lever's Ix-liel in the essential power of
King's story is so strong that he is not .11 all
tunterned that Firestarter's cye-hoggling effects will overwhelm iis more emotional
aspects, 'Il does separate in my mind, the
effects portion of |he him and the dramatic portion of the lilm." the director
admits "But without the human relationships and characters, the effects never
work. We've- seen so many effects in
movies, and often the human story is lost.
So in ibis I wanted to make sure that the
human story is there and that people love
the ib.iia.ters and are involved especially
with the leads. Andy and Charlie I wanted
to make sure thai the love story between
the fathei and daughter was the central
IIM us. so when the ef fee is came they would
IK- a plus to 1 be whole movie."
l.estei is convinced that the topical •1u.1l
ily of Firestarter is also one of its greal
strengths. "I'm a very politically involved
(►erson myself, so that aspect of the story
really interested me." he comments.
"While the movie works on ihe enieit.uiiment level. I also kept m that social aspetl
thai was in the l>ook. which involves the
' |"I liberties ol people, and government
agencies and their use of people lor research in ways those people don't know
about. All those issues that are in ihe book
and thai made il such a jMipular best seller.
we kept those in ihe movie, though they're
vet) SUIHIV done I ilniik people who are
looking for that will find it in ihe movie."
Asked what he'd like his audiences to
feel as they leave the theater after seeing
Firestarter, Lester replies, "I hope they'll
leave on an upbeat note hetause we tried
lo keep ii away from being a really gruesome him. I think they'll lie verv excited
I he begins to laugh] and anxiously awaiting
the sec|iiel. Firestarter II, or maybe Firextopper, uh. directed by Richard Fleischer!"
Alter more than two months on location
and with a final week of heavy shooting
left. Mark l-ester is tracking jokes. Things
must IK- going well
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Michael Pare Stars in
Walter Hill's Streets of Fire
B Y
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An elevated (rain roars through the
\<|ii.ili(1 < ilv in the dead o( night
From lomewheie a woman? voice,
hoaisc and woi Id weai v. talks on. as it onlv
to herself "M\ brother I name is fbm,M die
says, "loin (aid v." VVhi»kjt-y and toller
blunt the edge in her voice. "He was coin
plicated. A lot more complicated than
people thought. He had a lot ol backbone
at a time when it was kind id scarce . . ." As
she speaks a lone figure hangs on the
overhead straps of the subwav car. Hewears a long (oat and a chamhray shirt
and at his side is a flattered suitcase.
Thus Walter Hill introduces, with all the
portentous significance his directorial skills
can muster, the mythic lead of his latest
film. Streets of Fire, the first in a projected film trilogy titled The Adventure* of Tom
Cody. Subsequent installments have been
dubbed The Far City and Cttdy's Return.
(.odv is. from the get-go. a character considerably larger than life — a kind of Dirty
Harry/Travis Bickle concoction with liberal
doses of Brando and Dean added for the
appropriate smolder and menace.
Streets of Fire takes Hill full circle, beyond the gritty black humor of his biggest
hit 48 HRS-, past the queasy bloodletting
of Southern Comfort and Long Riders, harking all the wav back to an especially gripping modern urban nightmare called The
Wamors. Hill's first directorial effort (he
started out as a screenwriter). The Warriors
told the tale ol roving, rival street gangs
and sported speed-editing, street talk and
a surfeit of spectacular violence. Billed as a
"rock and roll action fantasy," Streets of Fire
takes place in some gloomy, dirty future
and revolves around the kidnapping of a
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rock and roll singer (played bv Diane I-anc
ol The Outsiders and Rumble Fish lame) by a
gang of bi/arrr bikers
"The following story lakes place in I heOther World." writes Hill and co-scenarist
Larry GroM on the very first page ol the
film's script, "a far-off place where genres
collide — in this case. Iiituristu faniasv
meets the Western, gets mat tied and has
Kink and Roll babies. . .*' On that HUM
page is a couplet Iroin the Bruce
Springsteen tune from which the movie
draws its name. "I live now onlv with
strangers." howls The Boss. I talk onlv to
strangers — I walk with angels that have no
place — Streets of Fire . . ." No one could
ever accuse Walter Hill ol not knowing
exactly the kind of movie he has in mind.
Hill needed a lace, a personality to
match his consuming vision of the ultimate
action hero. The search for an actor to

portray; project and embody lorn Cody
stopped dead at the clean lines ol Michael
I'arc's jaw.
"He had the right quality," Hill says. "He
was the only person I found who was right
for the part ... a striking combination of
toughnevs and innocence.
It takes some kind of toughness to endure the scorching set on the San Fernando Valley hacklot where the shooting of
Streets of Fire is in its final week. 'lb speed
up the schedule, the entire set. six blocks
of carefully detailed New York City streets,
complete with elevated train tracks and a
full-scale movie marquee, has been roofed
over with an enormous expanse of plastic
tarp to allow- night shooting during the
day.
In the midst of this sweltering chaos
i
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The brooding, smoldering face of Michael
Pare (above left) as hero Tom Cody, mythical
creation of veteran action director Walter
Hill (above). Streets of Fire barkens bach to
one of Hill's big/rest hits. The Warriors:
both films take place in their own time,
neither past, present, nor future, where
Western legend combines with fiery urban
madness (below).
Diane Lane (opposite), who debuted as the
precociously adorable young girl in A Little
Romance, has grown up; she's a rock V roB
singer, Tom Cody's former lover, whom he
must rescue from a gang of leather-jacketed
motorcycle buiies.

Michael Pare sits calmly smoking a
Ol course I'm lucky." Pare ad mils, while
Marlboro, watching Waller Hill set up ycl
around him crew and extras slog through
another (ake of a shot they have been
their jobs like penilanls in hell. "I'm the
laboring over all afternoon. The 24-year- luckiest guy I know." Biographical details
old actor is. incredibly, dressed in heavy
bear out the assertion. Born in BrookKn,
suede britches and a long-sleeved woolen
eighth in a line of ten children. Michael's
undershirt — Tom Cody's costume and a
earliest ambition was in a field far Irom
horrifying reminder of the price stardom
acting. "I went to the Culinary Institute in
sometimes exacts. Pare seems to mind
Hyde Park." he explains, "because that was
neither the gruelling heat nor the hurry- the first real job I had after mv father died
up-and-wait pace on the set. He has ap- and I got out of high school. It was someparently wound some internal clack to half
thing I could do and gel al least a middlespeed, his lids at half mast over pale blue
t lass income. But I never considered it mv
eyes, his blond hair occasionally re-rufHed
life's work."
by a harried make-up woman. He seems to
Well, maybe. If cooking was a temporary
be saving himself up. holding himself in
gig. Pare certainly took it seriously. He
careful reserve, forcing himself to move, graduated from the Institute with a cooktalk and react with slow deliberation. The ■ ing degree and quickly landed a series ol
really lelt the pressure, hut in (he end.
impression created is striking and a little
apprenticeship jobs that would in lime on
being able to get up on Man and lei loose.
unsettling — it's uncertain whether Michael
tainly have resulted in full-fledged chefII .ill Ml together." Apparently u didn't t.ili
Pare is about to explode or fall asleep.
dom. At 21 he became an assistant luker at
together fat enough. One* of the most sul>"Walter has a vivid picture of what he
New York's tres chic Tavern on the Creen.
si.inii.it errrbarrassments ol the '83 Rim tea
wants," Pare observes, pulling the final
It was just about then thai Opportunity
son. Eddie mid the (.misers perished despite
cloud of smoke from the Marlboro and
knocked, or rather lapped.
a massive publicity campaign, but Pare
expelling it into the saturated air. 'There's
hardk went down with the ship. Even benever a question of 'do I have what lie
lore the movie's iclcase he'd been cast Im
needs,' You wouldn't be here if you didn't."
both Streets of Firr ("Saw him in Eddir mul
He has a point. The reason Pare is here
the Cruisrrs," Hill sa\s IIIN»'I\; "Met a lew
is precisely because Hill saw in his classitimes. Talked. That was enough Im inc.")
cally chisled features and tightly selfas well as a co-starring spot in t'ndertm-er.
contained presence the makings of a
an Australian effort directed by David Stegenuine American hero — Hill's own devens <>l A liiwii Like Alue lame. "I plav a
cidedly jaundiced version of the right
New Vork promotion man in the 1920s
stuff. Pare, even on first impressions, is
who goes Down 1'nclet to sell corsets.
uniquely qualified to fit "Ibm Cody's boots.
Pare explains, while stage hands roll a
He broods and flares with all the pan.ic he
lire-engine-tecl. c Impix-d and channeled
of a Malt Dillon or Richard Cere, resemMen in v onto the set. "I'nderiuvet is a kind
bling, albeit slightly, a considerably
ol Gary Gram .nu\ Dons Dav irrewball
younger and healthier Nick Nolle with a
COmcd) anil u wai a loi of Inn to make."
touch of down-home Cerard Depardieu.
Hill summons him to the set. ( IIIIIIHUL;
"I was wailing in a bar lor my girlinto the Merc. Pare waits lot his cue, then
friend." he recounts, "when I fell a lap on
jumps out and strides through a collection
my shoulder." Beckoning him to stardom
of vintage \r>l bullet-nose Studebakeis.
was a New York-based talent scout who
decked out to look like *2lsi Century ■quad
eventually put ihe rather bewildered Pare
tats. He glares menacingly at the camera
in touch with the late legendary agent
lens and Hill » i les "cut."
Joyce Sel/nick. "She helped me get acting
One gels the impression thai Pate is not
lessons." he explains. "I quit cooking and
as interested m keeping Ins private life
gave myself a year to make it as an actor."
private as man) a more established and
Even someone with Pare's phenomenal
Wat*) 11liii star might be. What he does with
good luck can hardly be expected to hit the
Ins off-camera houn si-ems tabulated lo
big time in 12 short months. It took two
be i)mie normal and average. 'I six-nd
£■35
full years before he landed a supporting
tune with my wile." he ays with a ihrug.
role in a short-lived TV series called "Sometimes we go out with ii lends Some
Greatest Amenean Hern, where he stayed lor
limes we flay at home and wale h IV."
another year-and-a-half. leaping in a single
Michael met Lisa, a law student who works
hound over the obligatory acting hurdles
as an assistant in the Loi Angeles D.A.'s
of off-off-Broadway, soap operas and
office, in New Vork, "She was a blind date
commercials. "It was a good experience." loi mv brothel *ftrrance, who writes ro^H
he allows. "I learned how to hit my mark
mance novels lor a living We were m.liand get to make-up and wardrobe on
ned two yean ago and moved out to Hollime."
lywood. When she finishes school we'll
SH
He also, il seems, learned how (o project
find a little place in upstate New York."
a considerable on-camera appeal. Writer/
It all sounds quite, well, idyllic, but one
director Martin Davidson, spoiling Pare on
wonders whelhci Pare, given his current
Greatest American Hero, recogni/ed the
stains as a bankable property, will ever
;! former sous-chef's natural talent at convey- have the chance lo indulge Ins bucolic
ing all manner of alluring and dangerous
dreams. If, as seems certain, Strerts <»/ Eire
undercurrents and cast him in the title role
■
is another Waller Hill hit. P.ne will he
of the turgid rock and roll melodrama
caught up in the destiny ol linn Cody lor
«M
called
Eddie
and
the
Cruisers.
"It
was
a
big
^*^the foreseeable future when the him opens
gamble for both of us," Pare confides. "1
June H. It's a late that suits Imn well.

"Streets of Fire is a
rock & roB fable,"
HiB says, "in the sense
that the situation and
totems of the film are
identical with the concerns of most roch &
rot songs."
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The two stars — Sherman's finest vintage armament (above, crushing a car
and at least one brick building), and
'ames Garner (inset left) as the Sergeant
Major who restores the World War II mobile
destroyer and then finds good use for it.

Where Does
James Garner Drive His Tank9
Anywhere He Wants To!
BY

CHRIS

MORRIS

J ami's Garner is tank jockcj /..u k Carey
in Irwin YablanV forthcoming production Tank, directed by Marvin J.
Chomsky from a screenplay by Dan Gordon. It's a plum role lor Garner. Carey is a
tough, acid-mngiied professional soldiei
with some sturdy, old-lashioncd ideas
about low. duty, lamily and honor. He arrives at his new post, Eon Clcminoni In
the rural South, with his wile LaDonni
(Shirley Jones) and his son Billy (C.
Thomas Howell). daydreaming ol his imminent retirement. His arrival at the fort
attracts some immediate attention — alter
all. it isn't every officer who arrives on base
with a completely restored tank in low.
The tank is back's hobby; it's been painstakingly reconditioned over the past fifteen years. Asked why anyone woukl want
a Sherman lank, he replies. "Because the
odds against accidentally shooting yoursell
while cleaning it are incredible."
The trouble starts tin /.ai k Carey when
he leaves the base one night and drivel to
neighboring Clemmonsville in search ol a
cold beer and a friendly alternative tti the
dull pleasures ol the olficers' i lub. In a
Clemmonsville madhouse, he strikes up a
conversation with Sara (Jenilce Harrison),
a young prostitute who works lor the local
vice k>rd. Sheriff Buelton ((/I). Spradlin)

When one ol I he iheriiTi deputies roughs
up the nit!. Zack retaliates in beating illscle|MU\ senseless
Buelton then strikes link .11 /,u k l>s arresting bis son Billy in a trumped-up drug
bust, When Bills is finalh, sentenced 10 1 Instate prison f.u m. /.iik decides lie's had
enough of Southern iusticc and moves Ins
own armament into action.
/.11k Careys vengeful lank raid on the
Clemmonsville jail is just (he beginning ol
an uproarious, explosive cross-country
chase which pits the crazed Sherlfl Buelton and his minions against the armor-i I.id
finspowei ol tin- Sherman lank manned )>v

f-ryuik was just a joy. It will be a great
1 little part for me." Jenilce Harrison
says of her role as the 17-year-old prostitute Sara. "The best thing for me was
wearing absolutely no makeup, with my
hair up on top of my head in a
ponytaii. They only cared about my acting, they didn't care how I looked." A
welcome relief for the actress after her
stint on ABC's ThreA Company and her
"surf chick" role in the TV movie,
Malibu. where much fuss was made
over appearance.
"James Garner is great, we became
good friends," she says enthusiastically.
"We played cards every night for three
months. We played Jerry's Rules. Jerry
is his chiropractor. It's a great card
game."
As for the near legendary difficulty
of star Garner, Harrison is clearly on
Garner's side. "He takes an authoritative position many times, but that's just
I II K
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/a<k. Hills .iiid Sara,
'lank\ high-spirited action is |>erfc<iIs suited to the talents of James Garner, fhe durable and charismatic leading
man, known to millions as TV's Bret
Maverick and Jim Rockford, is himself no
Stranger to the role ol military man.
Some ol Gamers best-remembered films,
including Thr GntH Bscsspt, Sayonara and
The Amermimuitum <»/ t-.miK Icatured the

actoi -I-- •< wise-cracking American in
uniform.
shirles Jones has been <>nr <>i America's
most v\holesome actresses since the Fifties,

to protect himself. James Garner has
made himself a star, nobody else has
done it. He never got out of line, never
dictated anybody else's job."
Tank spent those three months on location in Georgia, "in some small
towns, and we worked six days a week,"
Ms. Harrison remembers. And how was
Georgia? "A lot of red clay," she says
succinctly.
When asked about her career after
Tank. Ms. Harrison replies, "I take it
day by day. I plan on being in this business my whole life."

JmbthSimu

when she rose lo stardom as (he singing
star of Che film versions of Rogc-is and
Hammcrstcin's Oklahoma? and Carousel. She
graduated from girl-next-door roles to her
lalier-day identification as everybody's favorite Mom via her stint in the longrunning TV series The Partridge Family,
which co-starred her real-life stepson
David Cassidy. But those accustomed to the
squeaky-clean Shirley Jones may IK* in lor
a shock: Screenwriter Dan Gordon has
conceived the distalf Carey as a lough,
sometimes tart-tongued Army wife.
C. Thomas Mowell conies to his role as
Billy Carey Iresh from his starring debut
as Ponyboy Curtis in Francis Ford Coppola*! film of S 1 Hinton's The Outsiders. Tank
is only Tommy Howell's third him (his first
screen role was as one of Henry Thomas'
bike-riding buddies in E.T.), but he's already getting a chance to display his versatility — the fast-paced action of this current project is in marked contrast to Coppola's introspective drama.
Mot that 'tommy Howell isn't at hone
with action. His dad. Chris Howell, is a
well-known stunt man. and Tommy himself is quite the cowboy — he was California
Junior Rodeo Association Champion in
1979.

Rounding out Tank's cast are a master
screen villain and a vivacious VOtlM attics*. CD. Spi.idhn is .1 MijH'ib and welltraveled screen heavy. If a part demands a
menacing Southern or Southwestern type.
Spradlin is the man lot the job. The
square-jawed, steely-eyed actor is wellknown to connoisseur! of movie evil as the
hard-nosed toathes in Snrth Dallas forty
and One on (hie. the corrupt Nevada
scn.iioi in The (iodfother Tart II. and the
grim general who difpatchei Marlon
Brando's assassin in .\fmial\fise \ow.
Tank marks the SCKTII debut <>l fenilee
Harrison, but she should IM- no stranger to
tans of the long-running TV comedy
Three's Company The blonde, t lit v.it eons
at tress was piomiuenilv featured on the
ihost as the huhhic-hcaded roommate of
John Ritter and Joyce DeVVilt.
Tnnk\ solid cast il put through their
sometimes exhausting pates l>\ Marvin

A little family get-together — Shirley Jones
(center) joins Harrison, Gamer, C. Thomas
Howell and the tank -for a joyous homecoming after a very tough journey.

short-lived "How did thev do that-'' unpiession Foi the first time, whole blocks ol
movie time are going lo be high-resolution
computer graphics, thanks to what's tailed
the Digital Computer Scene Simulation
Process. What appears on the screen will
have come ductily IK mi the mind ol the
programmer/artist, with the substantial aid
of a 16.5 million CRAY IS/1000 computer.
Compared IO the secrcc) surrounding
their work at Digital Productions, Demos
.ni.l VYIutncv make the jieople in i haige ot
Russia's missile piograms seem like compulsive blabU-i mouths At this point only
two things are < out lusivelv known outside

Robert Preston (above, with Lance Guest)
plays an intergalactic con man — a sort of
Music Man in Outer Space. The film's producer, Gary Adelson (above left), is proud of
his movie's technical achievements in special
effects — which have remained top secret.

Chomsky, a veteran direttoi whose t red its
include some of the most noteworthy TV
dims ol reteni vc.us HomWUUt, Hunts and
Inside the Third Henh (lor whit h he WOO the
prestigious Director's Guild Award foi best
duet lot).
The Georgia lot at ions serve as a t olorful
backdrop lot a imghiK variegated story
Tank, opening March 16, oflers audience!
intimate f.mills tliama. rautoiis tomedy.
.irid. most ol all. lull nil at lion, mui h of it
supplied by us eponymous centerpiece. As
/at k Carey's Sherman slogs toward the
stale line at the tlimax ol ihe film, t rowds
ol onlookers roai — a response that's sure
to lie (lupinaletl in movie houses around
the country.

TOEIAST
S1ARF1GHTER
(Continuedfrom page 4)
thing Goes, the younger Castle was a him
school buddy of John Carpenter. They saw
The Resurrection of Bronco Bilfy, a project on
which they combined talents, win an Oscar
in the "short subject" division. Castle later
assisted Carpenter with the ahead-ol-iistime idencC fiction movie Dork Star and.
also with Carpenter, co-wrote the Kurt
Russell-starring Escape from Sew York. The
masked role? Castle was seen (and yet not
seen) as the psycho killer in Halloween.
The in-kitc hen mysteries connected to
the preparation ol The Last Starfighter concern, and I quote the only material available to the press at present. "... a facility
that can fully utilize the most powerful
graphic software ever written, for the most
powerful computer that has ever been
built, combined with an extremely high
level of man-machine interaction."
Digital Productions, an independent
company headed by John Whitney. Jr. and
Gary Demos, has been tabbed to make the
battles among the stars come alive. I mil
now. computer-aided images have been little snippets here and there — the rugged
bolts that spin down on a Chevy truck
emblem, to tile one often-seen example.
Rather frequently, computer-generated
images have been part of a live action
scene, a minor overlay intended to create a
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the inner circle ol The Last Slaughter's
makers: The costumes for the aliens are
the weird and whimsital creations of a
mastei costume designer named Robert
Heti hei and ihe spate battle sequences are
going to IK- a step beyond anything evel
done before. It loiild IM' a least The hist
Starfighter Opens )uue '22.

Sixteen Candles, "a typical teenager off the
set. But when she acts, she's charming and
interesting to look at on film. You get the
camera in close and there are everchanging, subtle expressions going on underneath the surface. She has a face on
which emotions play. Meryl Streep has that

Teenage Agony and Ecstacy,
From the Writer of
National Lampoon's Vacation
BY

MIKE

BYGRAVE

What's the worst thing thai can
happen lo a teenager? According
to Molly Ringwald. having the
whole (ainilv loigt-t your sixteenth hirth<l,i\ m.i\ not IH- the worst, but it comes
close. Thai just happens to be the plot ol
Ringwald's new film, Suttee n Candles, opening May 11, and a subject close to her heart
in real lite. Her own sixteenth birthday is
in February, I9H4.
"Sixteen is so major. F.x|>ccialb il you
live in Southern California, like I do,
where you reallv can't g<> anywhere without dining, ruining sixteen and getting
your driver's license is reallv like getting
your freedom."
No one is likely lo forget Ringwald's
birthday. Indeed, some months prioi to
the event, negotiations weie undei wa\ as
to what kind of tar she would receive as
her present. "I want a Kahbri but m\ parents want me to get a BMW. I don't want a
KMVV because it'll look like I'm driving rnv

parents' tar. A K.ihlm is so < ute — a while
Rabbit convertible "
Ringwald has earned hei i.it. She's been
performing since she was 4, singing with
her lather's Great Pacific Ja// Band. She
played one ol the orphans ■■■ the Wesi
Coast production of Annii and later became a regular on I Vs Facts •>! Life. Km it
was hei role as John Cassavetes' daughtei
in Paul Ma/ursky's The Tempest which pui
hei careei Into overdrive. Since then, she's
nude a couple of TV movies and the sci-fi
epic Spaeehunter; Adwrnturr in the Forbidden
/one. Sixteen Candles is one of iwo films
alxnii teenagers in Chicago l>eiiig made
bac k-tn-bai k by w riter-direc tor John
Hughes, IMIIII starring Ringwald.
"John says he basically writes about
teenagers because he finds them more interesting tli.in adults, and I think that's
great." Riugwald s.i\s 'Sixteen Candles will
remind people what it's like to be a teenagei again. When I lead the script I
thought, 'ves. ibis is exactly how it is to IK
16V"
Although she's been working most of
her young lite, Ringwald is the opposite oi
a "stage kid." She's fresh. uns|>oiled and.
according lo the highly regarded chai.utei
.«101 Paul Dootey, who plays her lather in

kind ol face, where you see three or four
emotions going on as she says one senlence, and Molly has it too. There's more
to her acting than just the words."
Ringwald acknowledges her life has been
extraordinary, but says she never missed
"having a normal childhood. I think I've
gained much more than I've missed. I
haven't had to wasle half my life figuring
out what I want to do. I've been able to do
something sooner than most people and. if
I don't want to keep doing it forever, at
least I've had the choice and 1 know what
it's like."
Her film work has introduced her to
other things besides acting. For Tempest
she spent two months in Greece and a
month in Rome ("the first time I'd ever
been abroad"). Working in Canada and
meeting French-Canadians on Spatehunter
led to her current interest in studying
French. "I'm gning to a French school now
and I hope to learn enough so that, when
it's time for me to think about college. I
could go to a college in Paris."
Ringwald credits the support of her family with helping her to keep a perspective
(Continued on page 14)
It's Molly Ringwald's sixteenth birthday, but
she has to spend it as a member of her sister's wedding party (above). Michael
Schoeffirr (top left and left, with Molly and
writer/director John Hughes) helps her celebrate more romantically. Paul Dooley (opposite, above) is her harried father — if he
looks familiar, it's because he played Dennis
Christopher's harried father in Breaking
Away.
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For detail.

Four new
KodacolorVR
films from Kodak.

For versatility

For action.

For low light.

100,200,400,
and1000

Introducing the
Kodacolor VR films, four
new films—the best color print films Kodak has
ever made.
Kodacolor VR 100
film gives you more clarity and greater sharpness. Kodacolor VR 200
film gives you vibrant
color and a new, higher
speed that can helpcomfiensate for changing
ight or unexpected movement Ktxlacolor VR 400
film lets you take great
stop-action shots with excellent definition. And
Kodacolor VR 1000 film
lets you take pictures
in existing light without
a flash Or use it to stop
high-speed action —it's
Kodak's fastest color print
film ever.
You can get great
pictures if you get the
right films, the new
KodacolorVR films.

Life never looked
so good.
c
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on her success. One teenage Iran she
doesn't have is rebellion. "I'm really close
to tin whole family. Show business can be
really superficial and people are always leiling me things. I wouldn't he able to deal
with that without the family. If I didn't

Conan, King of Thieves, fart II is
in full battle dress down in
Mexico, clanging and sweating
and. well, battling. Only two
stars return from the first (.mum
— Arnold Schwarzenegger (with
his cottar ring muscles), and
Mako. who plays the wi/ened
wizard narrator. New faces include bizarrely unicpic singer
(■race Jones, who plays Zula. a
warrior. Ms. Jones has already
laid several stuntmen low with
her enthusiastic and all-toorealistic whamming, thumping
and poleaxing. Another warrior
is former basketball star Wilt
Chamberlain, who plays Bombaata, guardian of a young
woman Conan is sent to letch,
lake the first, Cnnan II involves a
cjuest, thieves and other low life.
and supernatural elements, full
of crypts and labyrinths, forests
and deserts and grungy folk, all
directed by Richard Fleischer
from a script by Stanley Mann
(who also wrote Firestarter, detailed elsewhere in this issue).
Conan and Dune are operating
side by side in Mexico, and there
are at least three major overlaps
— producer Raffaella De Laurentiis, publicist Anne Sirick . . .
and Carlo Rambaldi. who
created giant sandworms and the

have my parents to keep me down to
«.11 tli. I don't know what I'd do."
Because of Molly's age, her mother
usually accompanies her to locations.
Though Ringwald herself decides what
projects to accept, the family is involved in
her decisions and there is an absolute prohibition on "taking off my clothes in a role.
I wouldn't want to anyway. I know a lot of
people just consider it work, but I'm not at
the stage where I could take it in my
stride."
Kingwald. whose own movie idols are
the jack Nicholsons and the Warren Beailys rather than any of her contemporaries,
is honest about her films. She expressed
dissatisfaction with Sparehunter and says in
general "some of the films I've done I
think could have been better. But they're
all experience and that's what 1 need."
She has no doubt about Sixteen Candles,
though. "I guess you'd call it a teenage
movie, but in a sense it's not. It doesn't
make the adults in the him look like idiots
or completely take the side of the kids. It
keeps a good balance."
Ringwald is already working on the second John Hughes him. Breakfast (tub,
■DOW "five teenagers in high school detention who are all total onpOMMS. I I icy hate
ea< h other at the beginning of the day and

Guild Navigator for Dune (and
F..T. himself in past credits). Mr.
Rambaldi has constructed for
Conan II a god that metamorphoses into a winged,
clawed, nasty beast.
A handsome remake of a venerable American film looms in
the distance. Brewster's Millions,
which has enjoyed six previous
versions (the first in 1914, the last
in 1961), will be remade ihis year
bv director Walter Hill and producer Joel Silver (who collaborated on / s HHS. and Streets of
Fire). For those unfamiliar with
Brewster's long history, it is the
tale of a young man who, in
order to inherit a vast fortune,
must give away or throw away
$S0 million in SO days. (In the
earlier versions, the sum was $1
million; the new edition has been
adjusted for a few decades' inflation.) The film, scripted by
Timothy Harris and Hcrschel
Weingrod. will be shot on location in San Francisco for eventual release around Christmas
1984. And who will play Brewster this time? Maybe Bill Murray,
maybe not.
All of Me is definitely not a remake, but the theme may sound
familiar to fantasy addicts, lily
Tomlin plays the richest woman
II K
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they're best friends by the end." As well as
Kingwald. Breakfast CM will feature two
other rising young stars. Ally Sheedy
(from Whr C,ame\ and Bad Boys) and r mil to
fcstevcz. Martin Sheen's son (soon to be
seen in Repo Man).
An avowed New Wave music bull, when
she's not acting Ringwald can be found at
rock clubs and concerts. In her own singing, she sticks to jazz: She still sings every
Sunday at a San Fernando Valley hangout
with her lather's band, "mainly Billie Holiday and Bessie Smith numbers." Ringwald
says she knows few people in the film business "though t-.milto (Fsteve/) has been taking inc to meet people like Tom Cruise for
the first time." Her boyfriends lend to
come from school "partly because my parents won't let me date anyone over 19." For
the next couple of years the money she
makes will continue to go into a trust fund,
to be released when she's 18. and her plans
for ii are a nice mixture of the practical
and the fanciful. "I'll use it lit go to college.
buy a house, and maybe buy a plane — or a
boat." It's loo far off lor hei to worry
about. First comes that unlorgellable sixteenth birthday and, just to make sure no
one can forget it. Ringwald asked loi a
video camera for Christmas so she can film
the whole event.

Arnold Schwarzenegger, his pectorals and his sneer as they wiU
appear in Conan, King of Thieves, Part II.
in the world who knows she's
about to die. Unwilling to just
leave in peace, she arranges to
have her soul transferred to the
body of gorgeous Victoria Icnnant (Winds oj War), daughter of
a stablehand. hut there's a hitch
in the switch and l.ily ends up
inside attorney Steve Martin.
Carl Reiner directs Phil Robinson's screenplay.
Braul, which title has nothing
much to do with that country,
sounds like 1984 as seen through
Monty Python — since Python
animator /director Terry Gilliam
is director and eowriter (with
famous playwright Tom Slop
pard and Charles McKeown).
Brazil, we're told, is a twisted
look at paternal governments.
M A C; A / I N I-

red tape, and assorted other
nightmares, and it stars Jonathan
Pryce and Kim (ircisl as two innocents abroad in this plot,
which also includes Robert DeNirOi Monty Python's Michael
Palin. Katherine Helmond (Soap)
and Ian Holm (the latter two appeared in Time Bandits as the
Ogre's wile and Napoleon, respectively). The comic fantasy,
filming in Kngland, is produced
by Ai noii Milchan . . . who is
also producing legend, an "epic
romance in primeval time."
peopled (and animated) with
dragons, fairies, elves, unicorns and sorcerers. The screenplay by William Hjortsberg will
be directed by Ridley Scott
(Alien. Blade Runner). Judith Sims

FOR THOSE WUHAN APPETITE FOR MUSIC.

GOURMET SOUND.
II you 're hungry lor great music, lill up on the
sound ol Clarion.
Clarion's entirely new line ol II Receivers and
Amplifiers are lor those olyou who demand the
best performance in car audio systems
And setting the pace in car audio with an
enormously successful product line has always
been Clarion's way ol doing things

In build on thai success if quires an undaunt
mg commitment to Quality. Value and Performance
these new products offer the latest technology
and innovations With more Features, Perfor
mance and Value than ever before Packed into
incredibly small chassis • that lit any vehicle And
backed by the strongest warranty in the industry
The new line Irom Clarion A least lor your ears

©Clarion
MOVE AT THE SPEED OF SOUND
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Sale Starts Today
through 4-10-84

Me
ADVO SVIIMS. INC
'130 New Buflmgfon Va
iioieoce KV 4104?

Begley'i Drug Slot* not sincerely attempted to anticipate your demands lor this event and has
ordered what we leel to be sufficient quantities
However the Quality oi me items plus me low pi ice
mol>* it impossible to guarantee mat we will be able
to fulfill all requests Wf SUOGtSI YOU SHOP (WHY!
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Mike Sells
Potato Chips

12 oz. in foil bag.
reg. 1.49
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Mt. Dew, Pepsi Free,
Pepsi Light & Diet Pepsi

New!

8 for

3 Musketeers
Juniors
reg. 20' ea
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Murlne or
Murlne Plus £
Eyedrops
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rag. 1.11
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Sanyo Slim 8
Tape Recorder
Auto stop mechanism.
Automatic record level
control. Built-in condenser
microphone, reg. 24.99
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P^psi Products fc
2 Liter Pepsi.
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Paramount Kosher
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§

EZ-Por Foam
Plates
A
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No Nonsense

i

Toothpaste ^4^ 00
3 75 oz Reg ot
get reg. 2.39
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Cassette
Tapes
2p* 90mlnul«

MOM rag tit

Reg sheer to
want, queen

Union Corbtde
Eveready
Batteries
2 ok Sae"C"o>
■O rag 119

Peanuts

10 oz. super crunchy
peanuts with a touch
ol sweetness, reg 2.59
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Trash Bags §J
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New! from Planters
Sweet-N-Crunchy 4>

68

Alyssa Nail
Enamel
Choose from
assorted
fashion colors

2 for

i

M00

Quad Pan
Shadow «>
Kit
4 oeautttui
cOors reg 4 95

U.S. iron Cordless
Telephone
$
Working range ol up to 700 ft.
between base and handset
FCC approved, reg. 99.95

2

68

00
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Look foe Glenbrook Co. coupons the week of April 1st and help
Easter Seals while saving 7 50 See store (or details
Buy any 2 brands RECEIVE 50". Boy ony 3 brands. RECEIVE 1.00
Buy any 4 brands RECEIVE 2.50. Buy any 5 brands RECEIVE 3.50
Buy any 6 brands RECEIVE 5.00. Plus look lor coupons April lit.
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Bayer Aspirin

layer
Children Aspirin
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Stridex
Medicated Pads
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Revlon
Scoundrel
Everyday
Perfume
Spray

w»l FRCE ScourxH.I
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Vidal Sassoon
Curling Iron or
Curling Brush

Dual heat curling Iron or
curling brush with exclusive ring
system tor high efficiency curling,
reg 9.99

mfg

rebate
Anal
cost
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8.00
$

- 2.00

6.00

